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ENDLESS NIGHT, ENDLESS MOURNING: LIVING
WITH ALZHEIMER'S

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMIWEE ON AGING,

New York, N. Y.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., at the

Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged, New York, N.Y., Hon. John
Heinz, chairman, presiding.

Present: Senators Heinz and Pressler.
Also present: Tricia Ileuman, professional staff member; Isabelle

Claxton, communications director; Claire Smrekar, legislative cor-
respondent; and Angela Thimis, hearing clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN

Chairman HEINZ. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The
hearing of the Senate Special Committee on Aging will come to
order. We are meeting nere today to hear testimony on one of the
most frightening illnesses to strike the elderly, Alzheimer's disease.

This insidious form of senile dementia plagues between I and 3
million persons over age 65. Because we know neither cause nor
cure for this horrid condition, the onset of Alzheimer's brings infi-
nite pain to patients and family caregivers. For thew afflicted,
living with Alzheimer's is a lonely irreversible path into an endless
night.

For the family Anembeis, this irreversible journey means a strag-
gle to provide continuous emotional support and physical care,
often at great expense. With no cure ins t, their years of provid-
ing care are spent in endless mourning. ile Alzheimer's disease
and related research activities have been the subject of recent con-
gressional hearings, today's bearing will focus on the issue of care.

Earlier this year, Senator Larry Pressler, my esteemed colleague
here with us today, s ted that the Aging Committee hold a
hearing on Alzheimer's . Recently, he chaired a hearing in
his home State, South Dakota, on this very topic. Senator Pressler
has been a leader in the Senate, working to focus national atten-
tion on this dreadfill disease. Senator, I commend you for your
dedicated efforts on this most important topic.

I agreed with Senator Pressler that this was an important sub-
ject for committee attention for several reasons. First, this hearing
provides a forom for our committee to learn more from family
members and professional caregivers aboutwhat is__being done, and
what more we can do for them, as well as for the patients.

(1)
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Second, by convening in New York City, we have the opportunity
to hear from active city leaders who are dedicated to improving life
for older Americans, evident in Mayor Koch's upcoming conference
on Alzheimer's disease.

I might also add the, it is particularly appropriate that we are
meeting here at the Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged, where
the staff prides itself in offering the best possible care for its 250
patients with Alzheimer's.

Finally, with this hearing I hope to generate support for the
long-term care legislative package I introduced earlier this year.

As chairman of the Senate Aging Committee, I see this hearing
as an important opportunity to consider not Just issues related to
Alzheimer's disease, but also the more general issues that loom
over the American long-term care delivery system. We all are in-
creasingly aware of the need for long-term care reform More
people are living lancer, requiring more care, at home, in the com-
munity, and in nursing homes. Given current demographic projee
tions, the demand for services is certain to muahroom.

Currently, families are providing a substantial portion of care for
the chronically ill. For example, at least half of those with Alz-
heimer's disease are cared for at home. We recognize the great fi-
nancial and emotional price tag of providing around- the.clock care
in the home. It is time now to assist these caretakers by easing the
financial burden and by making available more home and commu-
nity-based services.

During the past several months, I have been working with sever-
al members of the Senate Finance Committee to put together a
package of bills to help provide additional long-term care services.
Each of these bills, the Honwt. Health Tax Credit Act, the Health
Care Coordination Act, and the Independent Community Care Act,
would, if enacted, make it substantially easier to care for older
family members, including those with Alzheimer's disease, in the
home.

Don't let me mislead anybody that home care is the only appro-
priate method SA dealing with problems such as Alzheimer's. It is
not. There is a substantial portion of the population, that must
have access to institutional care, such as the excellent kind of care
given here.

It is my hope that the committee and Congress will take further
action in the long-term care area. We are here explicitly tsday to
learn what more we can do and how greatly we need to do it.

Let me just say, before I yield to Senator Pressler for his intro-
ductory remarks, how pleased I am that Senator D'Amato is here.
Senator D'Amato, although not a member of the Aging Committee,
is entitled and invited to sit with us this morning. When Senator
D'Amato heard we were having this hearing, he came to me and
said he really cared about the problem. It was a major problem for
the people of his State.

He has thoughts he wants to share with the committee and
wants to testify before the committee and participate in the hear-
ing. I want to commend your Senator, Senator D'Amato, on his ini-
tiative. _ _

The Senate, if you believe what the newspapers say, is either in
session this morning or has not yet returned from vacation. In any
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event, Senator D'Amato is here, because he cares about this prob-
lem and because he cares about his constituents.

Al, I commend you.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER

Senator PRESSLEZ. Mr. Chairman, I shall be very brief, so we can
hear the witnesses and hear Senator D'Amato. I want to begin by
commending Senator Heinz and his staff for the outstanding work
they have done in organizing this hearing. His staff, particularly,
should be commended because they have been most cooperative, as
has Senator D'Amato's staff. Often, the staff people do the work in
organizing these things and do not get the recognition they de-
serve.

I had not really heard of Alzheimer's disease before about 5
years ago. I had a personal reason for learning about the disease
my father contracted it. Since that time, I have become very well
informed about it. This tragic disease is costing the country in the
neighborhood of $26 million a year, in terms of nursing home costs,
home health care, and lots of other costs, such as loss of productiv-
ity. I believe that it is time we all become well informed about it.

The point is, that if we could find a cure or a treatment for this
disease, we could save a lot of money, besides preventing the tragic
human losses involved.

I want to commend the media, for their assistance in this effort.
In the last 2 years. Alzheimer's disease has become a subject in the
forefront. We are starting to realize that a large portion of our
nursing home admissions are a result of Alzheimer's disease. We
are waking up to the fact that this is a big factor, not only for the
elderly population, but in terms of what we previously would have
defined as senility.

We also are struggling to redefine some of the medicare regula-
tions under which degenerative diseases are not covered. Increased
funding for research also is needed. I sponsored an amendment in
the last Congress to increase the funding for the National Institute
on Aging by earmarking funding for Alzheimer's research. I be-
lieve this is most important.

In the very near future, we will be going to Senator D'Amato,
who is on the Appropriations Committee, to seek more funding for

iresearch. This research will save money in the long run, aside from
the human losses that could be prevented.

Let me say that I know that we are going to hear from many
important witnesses today, including representatives on the Alz-
heimer's support group. In the last 3 to 5 years, Alzheimer's sup-
port groups have sprung up across the country. Recently, I held a
hearing in Sioux Falls, S. Dak. The Alzheimer s Disease and Relat-
ed Disorders Association has a very large support Fone for the
spouses and loved ones of those suffering from Alzheimer s disease
in that city. They meet and discuss how to cope with the diseases,
especially in its early stages, where the patients are cared for at
home. The association has increased awareness about this disease.

It is within the last 3 years that we have seen several TV4ipe-
cials and several articles written about Alzheimer's disease. This
tragic ailment has become better known, thanks to the efforts of
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the media. We have lots of work to do. If we could find a cure or
treatment for this disease, we could save a lot of human anguish,
and save a lot of money, at a time when we have a $200-billion-
budget deficit.

I have joined Senator Heinz in sponsoring legislation, like S.
1801, which would allow tax credits for expenses incur red in the
care of elderly family members.

We must get the National Institute on Aging to focus more of its
attention on this disease. That is where Senator D'Amato will be a
key, as a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, as will
Senator Heinz of the Finance Committee.

Today, we are at a nursing home and hospital that has between
600 and 1,000 beds, depending on how you define them. In South
Dakota, where I chaired a hearing on this issue last month, nurs-
ing homes averaged around 40 beds. While each State has a differ-
ent set of problems, Alzheimer's disease is a threat to us all.

1 have had discussions with my State's nursing home directors
about the new prospective payment regulations. We sometimes
take a different point of view on the way some of these programs
are structured. That is what these hearings are all about.

We will take back to Washington what I learned in the rural
areas, as we will take back what we learn here today. Then the
Congress will have to mesh it together, and thaw is a difficult job.

We are here today to learn things we can use legislatively in
dealing with the tragedy of Alzheimer's disease.

I wrote an article on Alzheimer's disease for People magazine,
July 12, 1982. It is two pages long. I would like to insert that arti-
cle into the record.

Chairman HEINZ. Without objection, so ordered.
[The article referred to follows:]
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Senator Passau. I conclude by again thanking you, Mr. Chair-
man, and to you Senator IYAmato, we will be combs to see you on
the Appropriations Committee soon. We are glad to see you here.

I also want to thank the home for hosting us. I understand that
the Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged is one of the oldest in the
country, and has provided services in one form cr another for
many years. This goes back to the last century, as I understand it.

So, it is an honor to be here. I am a Senator from South Dakota,
far away from New York. I am here to listen to the problems and
learn, as I am sure my colleague, Senator D'Amato listens to your
problems.

Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. Lest you feel that Senator Pressler has never

even flown over New York, it should be pointed out that as a
Rhodes scholar I !mow he had to get from South Dakota to Cam-
bridge, in England, and he must have been in New York on some
previous occasion.

Thank you for your excellent statement.
I commend Senator D'Arnato and welcome you. Thank you for

being here.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR ALFONSE M. D'AMATO

Senator D AMATO. Let me thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the
Special Committee on Aging for bringing this important hearing on
this problem, to New York City. This disease plagues not only New
Yorkers, but our seniors throughout the Nation.

I also commend Senator Pressler for his interest and for his
thoughtfidness in this area, and for the concern that both you, Mr.
Chairman, and Senator Pressler bring on behalf of the families and
those who are afflicted with Alzheimer's disease.

I am indeed thankful for the opportunity of being able to testify
on this dreaded disease that brings personal and financial tragedy
to the suffering and their families.

I realize that more Federal involvement is certainly required,
and hopefully we can discuss those possibilities.

I am honored that the Special Committee on Apinisleiaseas asked me
to testify at this important hearing on Alzheime s

When I was elected to the Senate in 1980, I promised the elderly
of New York State that I would ihrther their causes in Congress.
After becoming familiar with the devastating effects of Alzheimer's
disease, or senile den entia, on both the sufferer and their families,
I realized that more Federal involvement was muired on research
into the causes, treatment, and care of this dreil disease.

Alzheimer's disease is a common disorder that destroys certain
vital cells of the brain, resulting in senile dementia. Although pos-
sible at any age, it is most common with those over 65 years of age.
The symptoms of Alzheimer's disease are slow and treacherous.
Memory is the first casualty. There is no known cure for Alfr
heimer's disease. It is irreversible and the deterioration process is
unrelenting.Nost tragically, it is one of the most ignored diseases
in our lifetime. _ _ _ _ _ _ -

The scenario for an Alzheimer's disease sufferer is saddening.
The slow deterioration of the mental capacity is usually viewed as
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a normal aging process. This, as we all know now, is simply not
true. Alzheimer's disease is a pathological disorder. As the disease
progresses, the sufferer becomes dangerously forgetful and increas-
ingly detached. Finally, when an Alzheimer's patient has been in-
stitutionalized, he or she may die a near vegetable.

Up to $20 billion annually is spent on Alzheimer's disease. It is
believed that close to 25 percent of all nursing home patients suffer
from this hopeless disease.

Where there have been some encouraging advances in the study
of Alzheimer's disease, we still have a long way to go. Meanwhile,
the toll this disease has on the elderly is tragic. Alzheimer's disease
affects 5 to 10 percent of those over 65, up to 1 million citizens. It is
estimated that 100,000 people die annually from Alzheimer's dis-
ease. Since the number of Americans over the age of 65 is increas-
ing, these figures will also increase.

Though there are many theories on the cause of Alzheimer's,
there is little now we can do for the sufferer. Many drugs are being
tested to improve cognitive functions by the sufferer, but the af-
flicted, in most cases, die a slow and sad mental death. It is just,
therefore, that the Federal Government is taking the initiative
with Alzheimer's disease. Research funding is now approximately
$22 million.

Mr. Chairman, as you and I and Senator Pressler have discussed
both in the Senate and here today, this is simply not enough. We
must, on the Federal level, rededicate our efforts by more than just
rhetoric.

Therefore, I am pleased to suggest to this committee that I will
work with both you and Senator Pressler in doubling the amount
of money that the Federal Government now designates to that area
of research. I believe that by doubling those funds, we will show a
substantial increase in dementia breakthroughs. This will be a pru-
dent investment.

In addition to doubling the amount of money for research of this
dreaded disease, I think it would be more beneficial to have a co-
ordinated effort between the various concerned institutes to see to
it that this research is done in such a way as to maximize the bene-
fits.

My statement continues on and on. It relives the horrors of
many who were asked to come here today. They have seen how this
disease strikes not only the victim, but the family and society.

Certainly, there can be no greater area of concern for this com-
mittee. It should commit itself to the kind of research capabilities
that eventually will bring this disease under control.

I once again would like to commend your leadership, Senator
Pressler and Senator Heinz, and I pledge to you both that I will
work with you in this session of Congress to give some real mean-
ing and substance to the battle against Alzheimer's disease.

I believe some of the evidence that has linked aluminum concen-
trations found in the brain, with the question of whether acid rain
or certain kinds of diets, and use of certain materials, have aided
researchers in finding the elusive cause of this dreaded disease.. I
am certain our researchers can find the cause and cure if we give
them the tools, finances, and firepower to do it.

12
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To that extent, I look forward to not only pushing for more re-
search funding in my capacity as a member of the Appropriations
Committee, but also, John, I would be delighted to cosponsor your
legislation, S. 1801, that offers aid to Alzheimer's disease sufferers
and their families.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Senator TYAmato follows:]

POMO= SFAMUMIT OF &NATO% ALFONSO M. D'AMATO

I am honored that the Special Committee on Aging has asked me to testify at this
important hearing on Alzheimer's

When I was elected to the Senate in 1980, I promised the elderly of New York
State that I would fir:Cher their causes in Congress. After becoming familiar with
the devastating effects of Alzheimer's disease, or senile dementia, on both the suffer-
er and their families, I realized that more Federal involvement was required on re-
search into the causes, treatment, and, cure of this dreadful disease.

Altheiraer's disease is a common disorder that-destroys certain- vital cells of the
brain. resulting in senile dementia. Although possible at any ge, it is most common
with those over 65 years of age. The symptoms of Alzheimer's d Besse are slow and
treacherous. Memory is the lint casualty. There is no known cure for Alzheimer's
disease. is irreversible and the deterioration process is unrelenting. Most tragical-
ly, it is one of the most ignored dbeases in our lifetime.

The *scenario for the Alzheimer's disease sufferer is saddening. The slow deterio-
ration of the mental capacity is usually viewed as a normal This, as
we all know now, is simply not true. Alzheimer's disease is a logical disoMer.
As the disease progresses, the sufferer becomes dangerously orgetful and increas-
ingly detached. Finally, when an Alsheimer's patient has been institutionalized, he
or she may die a near vegetable.

1.1p to $20 billion annually is spent on Alzheimer's disease. It is believed that close
to 25 percent of all nursing home patients suffer from this hopeless disease.

Where there have been some encouraging advances in the study of Alzheimer's
dime*, we still have a to way to ge. Meanwhile, the toll this disease has on the
elderly is tragic. Alzheimer's disease affects 5 to 10 percent of those over 65, up to a
million cithans. It is estimated that 100,000 people die annually from Alzbeamer's
disease. Since the number of Americans over the age of 65 is increasing, these fig-
ures will also increase.

Although there are many theories on the cause of Alzheimer's disease, there is
little now we can do for the sufferer when he or the contracts this disease. Many
drugs are being tested to improve cognitive functioning by the Alzheimer's patient,
but the afflicted, in most cases, dies a low and sad mental death, even though the
physical being may last for years lunge:

It is just, therefore, that the Federal Government is taking the initiative with Alz-
heimers disease. Research :ending for senile dementia is now approximately $22
million. This figure should increase to $25 million in fiscal year 19841..

I commend the Secretary of Health and Human Services, biar Heckler, for
her concern over this disease. She has assembled a task force on ...imer's disease
to develop a strategy for dealing with this disease. I expect fine results from this
task force. Nrrently, federally funded senile dementia research is conducted by
four separate agencies. I hope this task force will recommend a more consolidated
Goverrment effort.

I also believe more should be done to help the sufferer and their families cops
with Alzheimer's disease. The immediate cause for worry about an afflicted Air"
heimer's disease patient is personal safety. As we all know, simple absentminded-
ness causes many accidents, but senile dementia can be fatal. In the disease's later
stages, precautions must be taken to protect the sufferer from his or her own unwit-
ting actions.

The next biggest worry is the high coat of caring for these sufferers, it is estimat-
ed that over $17,000 per year is spent on each Alzheimer's disease patient. In the
initial stages of the disease, frequent visits to doctors and possible loss of employ-
ment could amount to much of the total financial burden. Although this disease -
mostly affects the elderly, medicare does not cover its expenses. In a recent letter I
received, the spouse of an Alzheimer's sufferer was frantic because she had only
enough money to last, at most, for another year of paying for nursing home care for
her husband. Besides being a monumental emotional burden, Ahheimer's disease
also becomes a financial burden.

3
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It would be tough to imegine watching a loved one slowly drift away from you. I
am aware of many stories where husbands or wives of Alzheimer's patient* are
forced to put their spouses into institutions against their will to do so. The afflicted
must eventually be cared for like a small child. As this disease progresses, the
family often experiences tremendous stress at seeing a family member mentally di-
gress. As one recent magazine article stated, "For the family, it is a haunting sense
of loss of the person who is still with them." The family feels guilty because they
are able to do so little.

There area however, many groups around the Nation tha. assist these families.
Discussions in these support groups center around helpful suggestions to make life
easier for sufferers and their families. Many groups actually assist the family by
providing professionsl day care in a homelike environment. Services like this help
delay the sorrow and expense of institutionalization. It is my wish that these factors
also be considered when addressing the problems of Alzheimer's disease.

Obviously, finding the cause and cure for Alzheimer's disease is the moat impor
twit objective, but as we find out more information regarding this disease, we must
also help care for the current sufferers and their families.

Alzheimer's is a tragic and silent disease that must be stopped. In this age when
we live longer than ever before, many of our elderly are still experiencing the obliv-
ion of Alzheimer's disease.

Before I join this distinguished panel, I want to commend the Special Committee
ou Aging for its involvement in this issue. I hope that with congressional commit-
tees and the administration's task force on Alzimer's disease working together,
Alzheimer's disease will someday be conquered.

Chairman HEINZ. Thank you for a truly excellent statement. We
are honored to have you as our first witness.

I will turn the floor over to Senator Pressler for questions.
Senator PRESSLER. I just wanted to say that I commend you for

your statement, and the estimates that you have given are conserv-
ative estimates, yes.

My staff estimated 2 million persons suffer from Alzheimer's and
120,000 persons die each year. This disease now costs society an es-
timated $26 billion annually, not estimating loss of productivity.

Also, the prospect for the future are staggering, as experts pre-
dict that in 40

double
there will be 43 million persons age 65 or

older, or nearly double today's elderly population. That is when the
crunch comes.

If that occurs, without finding solutions, we are talking about, in
today's dollars, $50 to $60 billion. I just want to commend you as a
member of the Appropriations Committee. You have said it well
here. If we could find a link on this disease, we could save literally
billions of dollars in health care costs.

Senator D'Amkro. It is kind of like the environmental questions.
lie :4re now seeing statements, in making cost esUnates, that the
dollars al..."nt in preventing, whether it be the contamination of our
freshwater drinking supplies, will eventually give us a savings of
anywhere from 20 to 40 times that dollar. Those are very, very
minimal costs.

I would suggest that the dollars we spend here in research, not
to mention the human tragedy, loss, sufferingsuffering that takes
place with the family, which is so disheartened to have to commit
someone to a nursing home; the economics of the situation will pay
dividends thousands of times over.

It is the best kind of investment we can make. That coming from
a fiscal conservative, you know, my career somewhat, and as I have
indicated to you, I look forward to working with you, to see that
this becomes the law when we go back to Washington.

Thank you very much.

14
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Chairman HEINZ. Thank you. Our next witnesses are Dorothy
Kirsten French, Peggy Morscheck, and Peter Strauss. Will they
please take their places at the table?

I would like Dorothy Kirsten French to be our first witness. We
welcome you to the committee and thank you for having come a
very long way indeed. I think we are all very eager to hear what
you tell us.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY KIRSTEN FRENCH, LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.

Mrs. FRENCH. I am an opera singer. My professional name is
Dorothy Kirsten. For 28 years, I have enjoyed a very happy mar-
riage to John Douglas French, a prominent neurosurgeon, co-
founder, and director for over 20 years, of the world- renowned
Brain Research Institute-;-UCLA;

My husband has Alzheimer's disease.
What a supreme irony that he should be stricken by a disease of

the brain, to which he has devoted all his medical years.
With this particular disease, there seems little hope for preven-

tion and cure for our generation, but we had better get busy to
help the next generation. In fact, Alzheimer's disease is the fourth
most common cause of death in the United States. One family out
of three win see one of its members succumb to this horrible dis-
ease.

There are 2 million people with Alzheimer's in our country. That
is not counting the ones who are hiding it just as I did.

When the doctors told me that Jack had Alzheimer's, I could not
believe it, nor could I accept it. It took months for me to lose all
hope and tfinally resign myself to the fact that he was never going
to get better, but would only go downhill, step by step, losing one
faculty after another.

He, who had been the author of 98 important medical publica-
tions, could no longer write, nor could he read. I watched him
wither as he lost his ability to drive, to work, to golf, and to enjoy
our lives together.

I am convinced that he suspected what was happening to him
from the very beginning, because we discovered published material
on Alzheimer's disease hider- in his desk.

The emotional upsets have been terrible. Jack puts his arms
around me and cries. We both fall apart. I know now that I will
lose him. While he was still walking to his office, I would put a
card in his pocket with his name, address, and telephone number.
He was lost twice. One time he walked several miles to a house we
had lived in years ago. We knew then that he would have to have
someone with him at all times.

Persons with Alzheimer's disease must be supervised on a con-
tinuous 24hour basis. Sports have always been an important part
of Jack's life. Now it means nothing. He seldom shows interest in
television. When I finally decided to go public, after hiding our
agony for months, I gave an interview which appeared in the Los
Angeles Times. It generated an intense response. Within 2 weeks,
we received 200 letters. Almost 100 percent of these people had
members of their family afflicted with this disease.

4.. 15,
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May I read a very short letter, which gives you an example of
the kind I have been receiving.

DEAR Mu. Puma: Bless you for your candcw. My own life is so much easier to
bear since your article My mother is 76 and lives with us, and now et least I have a
name In what I am dealing with. It helps so very much to relieve the inner tension
and pain, and to help me to grow in compassion for her.

Many of these victims were said to be brilliant mindslawyers,
doctors, successful businessmen, and, like my husband, fit individ-
uals. It is up to us to bring purpose to the loss of these great minds.

Jack is still at home with nurses around the clock. His doctors
tell me he could live for 10 or, more years. As long as he knows me,
I will try to care for him at home. There is nothing more I can do
for my husband, but in order to help others, I am eager to join the
fight in combating this horrible disease.

Consequently, as a tribute to my Jack, I have formed the John
Douglas French Foundation for Alzheimer's Disease.

Gentlemen, it is my great hope that your committee will encour-
age and support research work on the changes in the brain that
lead to this catastrophic illness.

Colleagues of my husband are doing research which already
show promising leads.

The other very important way in which your help is desperately
needed is relief for the families going broke. Three nurses around
the clock, LPN's, licensed, cost $288 per day, $8,640 per month,
$103,680 per year. If patients need only practical nurses, costs are
$198 per day, and $78,000 per year.

How many friends do you have who can stand that kind of cost,
and for how long? In my opinion, there should be medicare funds
available for the home and hospice care of patients with Alz-
heimer's disease. Retirement benefits are far too minimal to meet
the cash outlay for nursing.

Thank you, Senator Heinz, for inviting me to appear before your
distinguished committee. I only hope I have succeeded in explain-
ing how desperate the need is for your help.

Chairman HEINZ. I think you have succeeded beyond words.
Mrs. FRENCH. Thank you,
Chairman HEINZ. I also want to welcome you belatedly back to

New York. You sang for many years with the Metropolitan Opera.
Mrs. FRENCH. Yes; 34.
Chairman HEINZ. I was not going to mention the number of

years.
Mrs. FRENCH. I do not mind.
Chairman HEINZ. You have a splendid following in this city to

this day. I am sure many of the people in the audience welcome
you back but are sad that you have come bark under these circum-
stances.

I thank you for what is a truly moving account of just one expe-
rience with Alzheimer's, with a loved one. When you multiply
somewhere between 1 and 8 million families, that being the
number of people who are believed to be afflicted. We do not know.
The disease is not well understood, as Senator Pressler has ex-
plained.

16
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I recently lost a great aunt who may well have been afflicted
with Alzheimer's disease for the past 10 years. She was not diag-
nosed with having it or not, as the case may be.

I think people will begin to get some idea of the human and emo-
tional toll it takes on the people who love the afflicted, as you
clearly loved your husband.

We want to commend you on having formed the foundation. Any
body who is interested in that I trust and hope they will take cog
nizance of it.

I happen to have some questions for you, but will ask our other
witnesses to speak. Then I will return to you.

Thank you again for what is not an easy thing to do, to tell it not
only like it is, but how you feel it is.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. French foll)wsl

KIR81104 Faxen

I am Dorothy Kiraten French. I'm a professional singer who has sung at the Met-
ropolitan Opera for 34 years. Radio, television, and motion pictures have also been
an important part of my career. For 28 years, I have eisijoyM a very harpy marriage
to John Douglas Freir.h, a t neurosurgeon, who was the cofoander and di-
rector for over 20 years of Brain Research Institute at UCLA.

My husband has Alzheimer's disease.
Mat a supreme irony that he should be stricken by a disease of the brain, to

which he has devoted all his medical years.
With this particular disease, there seems little hope for prevention and cure for

our generation, but we had better get busy to help the neat generation. In fact, Alz-
heimees disease is the fourth most common cause of death in the United Stoles.
One family out of three will see one of its members succumb to thi- devastating
disease.

I have enjoyed a beautiful marriage of 28 years with Jack French, and we have
both worked very hard in our professions. Our careers separated us much of the
time. Now, when we could be enjoying our life together, this hellish nightmare is
destroying us.

I watched him wither as the things he loved best were taken away from him one
by onehis work, his car, golf, and the life we used to have together. It was difficidt
to explai o him why he could not drive anymore. He would- go to his offica every
morning as usual but would come home early, seemingly exhausted. At home, he
would sit at his desk for hours shifting papers, not really accomplishing anything.
So many times we would find him bent over his desk holding his lead emotionally
upeet. It was shortly thereafter that we discovered he had hidden in his desk pub.
lished material on Alzhearner's disease. I am convinced that my husband suspected
from the beginning of his memory lose that he was one its victims.

Jack was a strict disciplinarian about his weight, and as a golfer, loved to walk.
Knowing exercise was good for him, and since he could no longer drive, I urged Jack
to walk to his office. It was lam than a mile and a very simple route. Fearful that he
could lose his way, I would put in Ms pocket a card with his name, address, and
telephone number. Even though that seemed to give him a feeling of security and
the independence he needed, he was lost twice. One time he had walked moral
miles to a house we used to live in years ago. Fortunately, the gardener recognized
him and brought him home. We realized then that he would have to have someone
with him at all times.

I have been trying to recall when Jack's abuse first began but that is difficult. At
least 4 years ago I noticed my husband was becoming very forptiul. He began to
lose things, forget my birthday, our anniversary, and the little things which become
so important to people in Iove. But I had not the slightest idea that he was beam-
ing_senously ill, and often teased him about being the "absentminded professor.'

He worked so hard to keep his terrible secret, that I was almost the last to know
that he was ill. This brilliant man could not believe himself what was happening to
him.

When I was first told that my husband had this dreadful disease and there was no
hope, no cure, but only slow deterioration of his brain, I could not accept it. I plead-
ed with his doctors to do more tests. Now, of course, all the familiar symptoms are
them He hardly utters three words which make sense. He who had been the
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author of 98 important medical publications dealing with the brain, can no longer
write. Nor can he read. He is completely incontinent, this very private man whom I
knew to be so fastidious. He site and holds his head repeating, "it's no good."

Jack constantly wanders around our home with his nurse following him to keep
him from hurting himself. He has the desire to turn on the gas stove, open every
faucet, and pull at the doorknobs. He opens a door as though looking for someone.

Sports have always been very important in my husband's life, but now they mean
nothing to him. He seldom shows interest in television. Physically, his doctors say
he has a young body for a man of 71 years. The brightest moments of his day are
when food is put before him. He is always hungry and it's not easy to satisfy his
appetite.

It is necessary to have nurses around the clock to care for him. He is perpetual
motion between his medications. Persons with Alzheimer's disease must be super-
vised on a continuous 24 hour basis.

Senators, what can you do to help in this dreadful problem?
I was still singing at the Met occasionally in 1979 and well into writing my mem-

oirs. Jack was editing for me, before the material was sent to Doubleday, and he
was wonderful. At the same time, he was writing the history of the Brain Research
Institute at UCLA. I have often wondered if the pressure of all he was trying to do
at that time was too much, for shortly thereafter he seemed to completely lose his
touch. He would carry the same papers back and forth to his office but had written
no new material for days. About this time, we received a notice from the bank that
Jack was overdrawn. In looking over his checkbook we found many mistakes; some
bills had not been paid vMl. some were paid twice. It was then that I coaxed him to
let my secretary take over those responsibilities. His writing had deteriorated so
much that it was difficult to read his signature. Following this crisis, we discovered
his inability to count money. Jack could not tell the difference between a nickel and
a dime. I worked with him each morning trying to Jog his memory, showing him
over and over that 2 dimes and 1 nickel make 25 cents. It was futile and so crushing
to him. He visited a therapist at the university several times a week who tried to
recover his reading ability, which was disappearing rapidly. Those were horrible,
painful days for my Jack. He would look at me as though wondering if I was aware
of what was happening, then suddenly would put his arms around me and we would
both be dissolved in tears. Never have we mentioned Alzheimer's disease to each
other.

The interview which appeared intthe Los Angeles Times on July 19 of this year,
when I decided to "go public," after hiding our agony for months, generated intense
response. The newspaper, within 2 weeks had received nearly 200 letters, 90 percent
of which were from spouses and families whose members are afflicted with Alz-
heimer's. Most of these victims were brilliant mindslawyers, doctors, successful
businessmen, and, like my husband, physically fit individuals.

I have set aside my career so I can be with Jack and care for him, but our lives
seemed to have no purpose. I was feeling extremely sorry for myself and for Jack,
until suddenly it occurred to me that though I can do nothing more to help him, I
can do something to help others in fighting this catastrophic ailment.

Consequently, I have formed the John Douglas Wench Foundation for Alz-
heimer's Disease as a tribute to my husband.

It is up to us to try to bring purpose to the loss of these great minds.
Distinguished Senators; my heart goes out to you for trying to be of help.

Chairman HEINZ. Our next witness is from Philadelphia, and I
take some parochial pride in introducing Peggy Morscheck, coordi-
nator of the Greater Philadelphia Chapter of the ADRDAAlz-
heimerts Disease and Related Disorders Association. It is one of the
many chapters springing up around the country as Senator
Pressler indicated earlier today.

May I add that Ms. Morecheck is a former director of Services
for the Elderly and the Blind, Philadelphia, a member of the Na-
tional Association of Social Workers, National Council on the
Aging, and National Gerontological Council of America.
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STATEMENT OF PEGGY MORSCHECK, ARDMORE, PA., COORDINA-
TOR. PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER, ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND
RELATED DISORDERS

Ms. MOBSCHECI: Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you
and to convey several ideas to you. I think it is important, given
the numbers of families affected, and given this is a disease which
has, as yetwe have not discovered a cure or treatment for itto
find out what the needs of the families are, and how those needs
can be met, other than research. So the role of chapters is very im-
portant in that.

I also appreciate the opportunity to represent my profession and
provide a little bit of information about the role that social workers
can play in serving the families of people with Alzheimer's disease.

I am the coordinator of the Greater Philadelphia Chapter of the
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association, I-of- 79
chapters throughout the Nation, with an anticipation of having
about 100 chapters by the end of the year.

I am a social worker with 10 years of experience working with
the elderly and their families. I am the daughter of an 83-year-old
woman, who, 3 years ago was thought to have Alzheimer's, until
we went through a 5 lay diagnostic process, where it was found she
had a reversible cause for her symptoms that appeared to have
been Alzheimer's.

ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia started about 3 years ago this
month, and started with three families getting together whose rela-
tives had Alzheimer's disease.

At that time, they grew very swiftly indeed. We have a mailing
list of about 2,000 individuals, two-thirds of whom are family mem-
bers, one-third of whom belong to various professions and are paid
givers of a variety of professions.

Every month at this point, for the last 6 months, we have gotten
about 200 new requests for assistance from family members, in
regard to Alzheimer's. Functionally, or in fact, we started out to
cover not much more than five counties of southern Pennsylvania.
We now respond to the needs of both professional and family mem-
bers in the eastern third of Pennsylvania, central and southern
New Jersey, and northern Delaware. We anticipate continuing that
kind of support and response for the next year or two, while we
concurrently work very hard to help people in those areas develop
family support groups and develop chapters belonging to national
ADRDA.

At this time, it should be noted that neither Delaware nor the
State of New Jersey has a chapter whatsoever. Pennsylvania has
two, belonging to ADRDA; Ohio, seven; Virginia, four, with four
more coming into chapter status very soon.

The chapters share with national four different goals: They in-
clude family support and service, and I think that my board, which
is totally made up of family members at this point, would say that
is what I should underscore, the more important goal for us.

Education is a goal as well. Research, support of research, as well
as public awareness or avoidance, if we are allowed to say that
word,
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The goals are met by our particular chapter. What I say is repre-
sentative of our chapter, specifically, reflecting what some other
chapters may be doingsome may be doing more or less. We have
monthly chapter meetings where anyone is available to come. The
purpose of the meetings is education, information, and providing
support.

Counseling and information by referral given by phone. Our
chapter has decided not to provide any direct hard services, but
rather to emphasize the linking agency between the individuals,
families, and those existing services that are already present in the
community.

So we refer to the services available through the aging systems,
mental health systems, and health systems. I think we are helping
them to find what some of the gaps are in their services as welt.

We also refer to our approximately 30 local family support
groups around the area we cover.

Last year, at this time there were about 5 family support groups;
there are now 30. You can see the growth, both in numbers and
numbers of support groups, is phenomenal. We produce and distrib-
ute a bimonthly newsletter. Ire send an information packet to each
individual who contacts us regarding Alzheimer's.

We spend a great deal of time providing inservice training pro-
grams for staff at hospitals, nursing homes, and home health agen-
cies around the area.

We have found that it was not enough to provide assistance to
families; we needed to provide assistance to people slrving the fam-
ilies as paid caregivers, whether in the home, community setting,
or institutional setting.

We also sponsor conferences and seminars. And we do, just skip-
ping on, since time is running, emphasize trying to service the ap-
proximately 50,000 individuals in the Greater Philadelphia area
who are estimated to be afflicted with Alzheimer's, and more than
100,000 of their friends and relatives who are also affected by this
disease.

Two specific needs have come across to us that we need to share
w'..h you; one of themmore available multifaceted diagnostic cen-
ters. This is a disease that is not easily diagnosed. It cannot be di-
agnosed by any single service. One must have a comprehensive di-
agnostic process, including a good physical examination, which
pays attention to nutritional status and habits, as well as to the
amount, number, and kinds of drugs taken by the individual; a
good neurological workup; and a psychosocial assessment.

Without the results of all three of these types of tests, one may
misdiagnose someone, and, as in my mothers case, not find they
had a reversible cause for the disease or sym_ptoms they exhibited.

There are six of those centers in southern Pennsylvania that can
do this kind of work. There is not another one between Philadel-
phia and Harrisburg, and the middle of Pennsylvania, has no cen-
ters to go to.

I am sure that is true in many parts of the country. That doesn't
take a great deal of money, but it takes coordination of the already
existing health, mental health services we have available to us.

Second, we do need more in-home care, particularly respite
carecompanion care, high-quality, well-trained, not necessarily
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with many degrees, but well-trained, effective companions who go
into the home and provide respite for several hours a day, 1 or 2
days a week, so the individual caregiver in the home can get a
break.

Chairman Ham Although you did not put them into the record,
your prepared statement has three specific examples in it of
people, Mrs. Jones, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Green.

Ms. Mossons= Thank you. The other respite care would be
adult day care. We have, in our area, almost enough adult day care
facilities to handle the need. Our problem is that the staff of the
facilities are not capable of dealing with the Alzheimer's patient.

We need staff training and financial assistance to allow families
to purchase that service of adult day care, where in our area costs
anywhere from $15 to $37 per day, again within a community al-
lowing a person to have a break or to go and work.

One other aspecti would ask, that-this has to be-investigated. It
seems to me the boerding homes are a possible resource for Alr
heimer's patients that had been ignored and not fully developed. If

ple need total personal care, but do not need nursing care,
riling homes can provide this care. However, the personal care

boarding home regulations in our State and many States nation-
wide are such they cannot care wen for these people. You are sup-
posed to have good access in aid out of a home. If you allow that,
Alzheimer's patients will wander and become a danger to them-
selves. One needs to have a variation in those regulations allowing
someone to put a fence around the facility and allow the patient to
wander within a constricted ground. That is an example of several
modifications that, if made, would provide a whole new resource
for housing of these individuals when they can no longer be cared
for at home.Than.

Chairman Hann. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Morscheck follows:]

PREPARED &CATMINT or Pam Pd.:own=

I

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and all the members of this committee for the oppor-
tunity to prevent the needs of families of those individuals who have Alzheimer's
disease, along with the role that chapters of the national organization, Alzheimer's
Disease and Related Disorders Association (ADRDA), can play in meeting those
needs. I also appreciate the opportunity to represent my profession by sharing with
you the role social workers can play In working with chapters and assisting fami-
lies.

I ant the coordinator of the Greater Philadelphia chapter of ADRDA, a social
worker with 10 years' experience in working with the elderly and their families,
and the daughter of an 80.year .old woman, who, 3 years ago appeared to be suffer-
ing from Alzheimer's disease or some other form of chronic organic brain disorder.

I will first define an ADRDA chapter and describe our particular chapter's go*
activities, and planned future role. Then I will present my personal and professional
ideas about. the services which a social worker can provide within the context of an
organization that began as a selfhelp group ana remains fundamentally a lay
person/family oriented entity. I will thendelineate the needs of the family members
of our chapter.

GREATER PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER. ALMEINISIt'S DISEASE AND RELATED DISORDERS
ASSOCIATION

ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia is one of nearly 80 chapters throughout the
United States belonging to the national Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders
Association. It began just 3 years ago this month at the instigation of a dynamic
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older man whose wife was the victim of both Alzheimer's disease and multinfaret
dementia. The chapter has grown from its initial gathering of three family members
attending the first meeting to a mailing list of approximately 2,000 individuals. Of
those 200. approximately two-thirds are family members or friends of someone
who has Alzheimer's disease or a related disorder; the remainder are professionals,
such as physicians, nurses, social workers, as well as paraprofessional care provid-
crs. Some 200 additional inquiries and requests for information and assistance come
to the chapter each month, by mail and telephone, via local referrals, as well as
referrals from national ADRDA headquarters in Chicago. While the geographic area
initially defined for ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia was only slightly larger than
the five counties of southeastern Pennsylvania, this chapter now functionally re-
sponds to the needs of individuals residing in the eastern th7rd of Pennsylvania, cen-
tral and southern New Jersey, and northern Delaware. It is anticipated that our
area of responsibility will shrink within the next couple of years as new chapters
develop in other parts of Pennsylvania, and chapters Wn to appear in both New
Jersey and Delaware, neither of which has chapters at tale time.

National ADRDA and all its affiliated chapters share four primary goals:
Family support and service, education, research, and public awareness. The Greater
Philadelphia chapter of ADRDA strives towe.' meeting these goals through the fol-
lowing activitieswhich are representative of, but not exactly identical, with all the
other chapter's activities:

U1 Family support and service
The chapter office is located in Ardmore, Pa., a western suburb of Philadelphia. It

maintains a telephone which can be called from early morning till late at night.
Through this number, individuals can be linked with chapter staff, officers, and vol-
unteers who can provide counseling, information about Alzheimer's disease, referral
to appropriate existing agencies and organizations, and sympathetic understanding
from someone who has been going through similar experiences to those of the caller.

Chapter meetings are held monthly and are open to all interested individuals.
Three out of every four meetings provide speakers on subjects of interest from the
fields of medicine, psychology, law, social services. finance, etc. The fourth meeting
in the series is an open forum, allowing the informal sharing of concerns and sug-
gestions.

ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia is affiliated with nearly 40 local, neighborhood
family support groups, in which 8 to 20 relatives of Alzheimer's victims gather to-
gether once or twice a month to discuss mutual problems and to share experiences
and helpful ideas for coping. These groups may be total self-help groups or may be
assisted by an agency or organization. Referrals to appropriate family support
groups and the encouragement of the formation of such groups are important func-
tions of this chapter.

A chapter newsletter is produced and widely distributed every other month, con-
taining summaries of information from speakers at chapter meetings, practical
coping suggestions, listings of established and newly forming family support groups,
reference and resource suggestions, and other pertinent useful ideas and informa-
tion. Meeting announcements are mailed on alternate months.

0 Education
Individuals contacting this chapter for the first time are sent an information

packet, which contains several items, including a bibliography from which articles,
books, and pamphlets on Alzheimer's disease can be ordered. The chapter is also a
major distributor of "The 36-Hour Day," an excellent handbook for families caring
for individuals suffering from this disease.

Chapter staff and vo.unteers are available to do presentation on Alzheimer's dis-
ease to community groups, family support groups, professional organizations, col-
lege, medical and nursing classes, and personnel of hospitals, nursing homes, and
home health agencies. Video and audiotapes, as well as slides, are used in these
presentations.

The chapter also sponsors and participates in conferences and seminars geared to
both family and professional interests about the disease.

Education of the general public is provided through news releases to the media,
public service announcements, and periodic participation in radio and television pro-
grams.

(V Research
The chapter supports medical research on the local and national level through fi-

nancial contributions, and by providing information and encouragement to research-
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ers. Efforts are made to keep chapter members aware of the research efforts going
on both locally --kd nationally.

(4) Public awareness
ADRDA of Greater Philatelphia encourages legislation for increased medical and

social benefits to Alzheimer's disease patients and also works to increase the avail-
ability and accessibility of already existing community-based services. The chapter
also testifies at governmental hearings on the local, State, and national level re-
garding the needs of Alzheimer's disease patients and their families. Both public
awareness and education goals dovetail when the chapter attempts to increase the
availability of services by educating paid caregivers about noneestly ways to provide
their services to our specialized population.

THE ROLE OP THE SOCIAL WOW= IN A CHAPTER

As the rapid growth in the numbers of participants in our chapter illustrates, an
ADRDA chapter can find the demands for its services quickly outstripping the capa-
bilities of its originally family member volunteer "staff" to meet those demands or
needs. Such was the case with this chapter. After considerable study and with a
good deal of trepidation, the all-family member board of ADRDA- of Greater Phila-
delphia decided last November to hire a part-time social worker on a consultant
basis, to act as chapter coordinator. At that same time it was decided that those
services described above would comprise the activities of the chapter, with the con-
comitant resolve that the chapter would not become involvedat present and in the
near future in providing any direct, "hard" services. It should be noted that all but
one of the officers and board members of ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia at this
time were in their sixties, worked full time, and had spouses suffering from Aire
heimer's disease residing in nursing homes. While not all ADRDA chapters will
have such older and overextended leadership, this kind of leadership is not unusual.

It is estimated that within the Greater Philadelphia area, there are approximat-
ley 50,000 people who have Alzheimer's disease, and at least an additional 100,000
individuals, such as family members and friends, whose lives are directly affected by
the impacts of the di ease. The implications of this crisis of need and crisis of
growth for the chapter is the need for paid staff to handle many of the mechanics of
chapter operation. Essentially, a social worker hired to assist an ADRDA chapter
must be a combination expediter counselor-planner-administrator-community orga-
nizereducator-and-social caseworker who can manipulate the environment on
behalf of family members and their loved ones. This multifaceted role lends itself
well to the profession of social work, with its emphasis in training upon problem-
solving and enabling. It should be noted, however, that this role is appropriate only
for that transitional periodhowever long or short that time may beduring which
a chapter is still young and growl* just evolving from an family Sup
port group to what may become in the future, a well-estabr ed, fidly staffed
agency on the local scene.

Social work training teems to enhance the desires of family members in a variety
of ways. Most important perhaps is the emphasis in social v.ork upon (I) the impor-
tance of the individual, no matter what state he or she is inthe Insistence upon
upholding the value and human dignity of each , Inn, no matter how impaired;
and (2) the principle of helping individuals to help t.,emselves to maintain as much
independence as possible, for as long as possible, no matter how impaired. These two
principles have emerged as the underpinnings for all the work done by ADRDA of
Greater Philadelphia.

A major cautionary note should be mentioned here, to preclude misunderstand-
ing. It seems not only desirable but also absolutely appropriate that In all such ergs-
nizations, such as ADRDA chapters, family members should maintain the ultimate
control, with policymaking authority firmly in the grasp of lay leaders. The social
worker can and should provide information, advice, expertise in expediting the poli-
cies, but that social worker should also remain accountable to a board dominated by
family and other lay persons. Otherwise, the danger is too great that "profession*
ism" could overwhelm the vision and needs of family members and develop its own
goals.

Interestingly enough, it has been my experience that many, if not most, of the
professionals who have become deeply involved with the workings of ADRDA chap-
ters and family support groups have compelling personal/family experience with
the disease or its related disorders. They bring a particularly clear insight to their
endeavors.
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MAJOR MOLINA AFFECTING AD FAMILUE3

The 6.flowing case studies, taken from calls and letters received by ADRDA of
Greater Philadelphia from family members with relatives suffering from Alz-
heimer's disease, are perhaps the best way to introduce the problems encountered
by many, many families.

1. Mrs. Jones, age 57, has been caring for her mother, age 78a victim of Alz-
heimer's diseaseat home for the past S ears. Her mother has been bedridden for
the last year. Until this past December, Mn. . Jones, along with her elderly father,
had been caring for the older women with no outside help. At that time she finally
had to hire a helper for 30 hours per week, at $4 per hour, to augment her own
efforts. The mother sleeps in a hospital bed set up in the kitchen and attached to a
winch connected to the ceiling, so that it can be raised at one end, since the mother
has an impaired hip and cannot have her bed cranked up and down. The helper will
have to increase her hours now, as the older woman nears her last weeks or months
in the terminal stage of Alzheimer's disease. The cost for the helper is split between
Mrs. Jones, her husband, and her father. Additional expenses have been the $300
suction machine which is necessary to keep the older woman from choking as she
attempts, unsuccessfully to swallow food or liquid, and the 4inch thick eggcrate-
type foam mattress placed over the bed which cost $90 and will soon need replace,
ment.

Mrs. Jones realizes that her mother is going to die soon and insists on keeping her
promises to her mother that, (1) she would . of be placed in a nursing home, and (2)
she would net have to die in a hospital setting with all kinds of tubes attached to
her. Mrs. Jones' primary concern now is that she do all possible to keep her mother
comfortable as she declines. She is proud of the fact that her mother has never had
a bed soreshe is turned every hour, and her feet rests in a hollowed-out depression
in the mattress to avoid rareness on the heels.

Despite all her valiant and creative efforts to insure her mother's comfort, Mrs.
Jones is almost frantic with anxiety, frustration, and resentment. She describes her
life during the past 3 years as "a living hell"; recounts that her husband is remotely
supportive but has taken to living most of his life in their motor home parked on
the lot, in order to avoid the distress of the house situation; claims that the pressure
on her and her sisterwho relieves her on 2 weekends a month has ruined their
formerly clime relationship. She also refuses to allow her grown daughter to help
out, not wanting to impose on her family relationship. She has made her husband
and daughter promise that they will simply place her in a nursing home and visit
her twice a week, should she ever be so impaired in later years.

2. Mr. Smith, 60-plus, is a retired business executive who has vowed to care for his
wife at home, no matter what. In order to accomplish his goal, he has had to go
back to work after having retired from his career position. The extra money is
needed to pay for the medicines and aides she requires, but is also used to reim
burse one of his daughters who has temporarily given up her career as a school-
teacher in order to stay home and care for her mother during the days. Mr. Smith
cares for his wife in the evenings and over the weekends. Another daughter helps
out from time to time as she is able. This arrangement seemed the meet feasible
after Mr. Smith totaled up 'he cost to him if he hired outside help to come into the
home. It certainty involves considerable sacrifice on the one daughter's part.

3. Mr. Green's wife has now been in a nursing home for 3 years, but before that
time there was a long period when he kept her at home, without supervision for the
hours that he was out working. However, he was able to work out an arrangement
with his employer during that time to have flexible hours. He went to work at
about 5 a.m., returning at about 7 a.m. to dress and feed her went back to work till
noon, when he returned to feed her lunch; returned to work till dinnertime. Follow.
ing this extraordinary schedule, he was able to keep his wife home with him fitlly 3
years beyond the point when his physician had suggested Mrs. Green be placed in a
nursing home. At that time, in 1979, Mr. Green had compared costs of $40 a day for
an inhome aide with the then.cost of $39 a day for nursing home care. He finally
had to place Mrs. Green in a nursing home when she began to act out and to
wander too much. He currently pays approximately $58 a day for the nursing home
care, and Mr. Green can be found at the home every day at dinnertime, feeding his
wife who no longer can speak and no longer recognizes him. Back in 1979, and earli-
er, there were no adult day care programs in existence in Mr. Green's area, so he
was forced to improvise his solution for care.

It may be seen from these examples that affordable home care of high quality is a
major need for Alzheimer's disease families. This care would comprise the services
of nurses, therapists, medical social workers, homemakers, aides, home-delivered
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meals, and physicians who make house calls. While many of these services exist in
our various health and aging systems, most of them are not reimbursable under
medicare because Alzheimer's disease dose not fit the criteria Om medicare coverage
(i.e., short -term and improvable conditions). Poing for these services directly out-of-
pocket (hr =inns and months is prohibitive. Few families can manage it at all; as a
result, they place enormous stress upon themselves end all the members of the
larger family unit, sometimes to the point of destroying their own health. It should
be noted that medicare is not even a temporary resource for the many Alzheimer's
victims who are in their forties and fifties. Any solution to this problem should ad-
dress not only the Alzheimer's disease victim's needs hr long-term chronic care
within the home and the community, but also the similar needs of the entire chron-
ically ill/impaired and frail elderly population. The service management model used
in area agencies on aging should be extended to work with such families more fre.
quently and thoroughly, and the hospice model. of care should be seen as a reason-
able prototype for care to these individuals who are indeed terminally ill, but who
often take years to deteriorate to the point of death.

Respite care is also a major need for families caring for the Alzheimer's disease
patient. Residential/short-term institutional respite care should be available so that
family caregivers can truly get away for a full week or two at a time, to deal with
family business, or to become fidly refreshed. Companion care provided in the home
by staff trained to deal effectively and humanely with the Alzheimer patient is most
needed for 3 to 4 hour breaks once or twice a week. The availability of adult day
care geared to meet the needs of the Alrheimee« disease victim would allow more
family members to care for their relatives at JO while still keeping their neces-
sary employment. Currently, in southeast,- _ ..nneyIvania, there are about 15 such
programs, but some do not accept Ahhe. .er's disease patients, others do not accept
anyone under 60, still others accepted Alzheimer's disease patients but only if they
are not confused, do not wander, and are continentin other words, they %notion-
ally refine the Alzheimer patient. Code for adult day care vary in this arca between
015 and $37 per day, and there is no program that provides even a little financial
assistance to the families in paying for this service. One idea might be to develop
adult day care models which include a cooperative component, where costs of oper-
ation are reduced by family members contributing their respective skills on a limit-
ed but regular basis.

More comprehensive diagnostic centers are needed in order to insure the correct
diagnosis of Alzheimer's dinam. Since there is no single diagnostic procedure that
can identify this disease, it can only be determined through differential diagnosis
the process of eliminating all other possible causes for the presenting symptom&
Thus, a very thorough physical examination with sharp attention to nutritional
habits and status, along with a thorough pharmacological workup to determine drug
intake and interaction should be performed. Then a full neurological series of tests
should be done. Finally, a psychosocial assessment should be performed. Only when
the results from these types of teststhe physical, neurological, and psychosocial
are combined can a reasonable conjecturehe made to diagnose Alzheinior's disease.
Within southeastern Pennsylvania there are six diagnostic centers which do such a
combined total assessment. Harrisburg, 2 hours to the west of Greater Philadelphia,
is the next such center, and much of the rest of the State has no access to such
thorough diagnosis at all. One of our fears is that Alzheimer's disease will become a
popular and 'easy" diagnosis for physicians to make: The scene could be that a phy-
sician sees an elderly person who is amassed and has a very poor memory and as-
sumes that the symptoms must be caused by Alzheimer's disease, when in fact,
there are more than 100 possible causes for symptoms that look Iike this disease
and some of them are reversible.

Many Alzheimer's disease victims have difficulty being placed in nursing homes
when there is no family, or the family can no longer continue to provide the erten
sive care as they have for years. This is because, while an Alzheimer's patient may
.teed total personal care with feeding, bathing, dressing , Wilding, walking, and
must be constantly watched because of wandering and high levels of anxiety, he or
she may still not qualify (Or intermediate or skilled nursing care. If they once are
placed within a nursing home, they may find it impossible to ever qualify for medi-
cal assistance because Alzheimer's disease is not listed as a reimbursable disease. In
some cases, physicians list another condition as the primary illness, and thereby
assist the individual to become eligible for assistance.

ADRDA of Greater Philadelphia applauds the establishment of a national task
force on Alzheimer's disease because family members have an unquenchable desire
to learn as much as possible about research into this disease and to encourage the
expansion of all varieties of Alzheimer's disease research. Chapter coordinators are
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often deluged with inquiries about new possible treatments, long before their own
local or national ADRDA's medical and scientific advisory commi

re
ttees have had a

chance to review the more recent research. The hunger for answers regarding the
icause, possible treatments, and possible cures for this devastating disease is enor-

mous.
Finally, it would appear to be necessary to modify the personal care boarding

home regulations and guidelines nationally, and in the States, in order to make
such sheltered Hying situations more appropriate for Alzheimer's disease victims.
The boarding home could be the most appropriate residential situation for a patient
for months, if not years, if proprietors were allowed to fence their properties in
order to allow Alzheimer's disease patients free space within which to walk but pro-
tection from wandering cff the grounds. Regulations could be modified to allow such
facilities to lock off the sleeping quarters, except for a designated nap period each
day, thereby reducing the opportunity for disruptive wandering and unnecessary
sleeping during the day that makes night wandering more likely. Other such modifi-
cations would allow some proprietors to specialize in serving this population well.

Thank you for your attention.

Chairman HEINZ. We have heard from a member of a family of
someone afflicted by Alzheimer's; we have heard from a communi-
ty support organization, aimed at trying to assist people in their
homes and communities. We will now hear from a legal expert,
Peter Strauss, whose law firm, I am told, specializes in the legal
problems, and there are man ,y, of the elderly and of the indigent,
but most especially, the elderly, and those who are not in complete
command of all of their mental faculties.

Ear. Strauss, I am aware of your considerable and unique exper-
tise in this area. I commend you for it as a most unusual area of
the law in which to specialize. I think we are all eager to hear your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF PETER J. STRAUSS, ESQ., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. &muss. Thank you. It has been a fascinating change in my
life, which started about 3 years ago, when more and more of my
clients began speaking to me about the problems of their elderly
parents, spouses, or brothers and sisters. I'aw there was a real
need in this city, and probably around the country, for some attor-
neys to begin to focus on the special problems of the aging.

It has broadened its scope beyond that, of course, obviously, to
deal also with problems of disabled children. The issues are very
similar.

At a time when you are trying to bring a ground swell support
for your very worthy views on research funding, and I think that
will happen, I want to play the role of gadfly, and pick up on Mrs.
French's points, very briefly touched on in her statement concern-
ing the devastating economic consequences of Alzheimer's disease
to the family during the next 10 to 20 years before these massive
costs can be cut back by successful research.

I have represented over 500 Alzheimer's families in the last year
or so. I have become familiar with the economic devastation that
these families face.

Incidentally, whatever I talk about today in terms of Alzheimer's
disease, is only illustrative of the problems resulting from many
other medical problems which require long-term custodial care.

If a person has a stroke and will need chronic custodial care,
that person's family is faced with the same devastating economic
facts, yet perhaps does not suffer the emotional trauma.

2 6
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My typical client is a woman or man,
time

spouse of an Alz-
heimer's victim, who comes to me at a ilme of crisis; a person
whose world has fallen apart, who evidences the kinds of feelings
that Mrs. French so aptly demonstrated to us today. These people
come in and say: "At a tune when I am facing this crisis with my
family and life, I am also told that I am going to have to be eco-
nomically devastated. I am told that if I have $150,000 in lifetime
savings with my spouse, and perhaps a home in addition, I must
spend down our joint assets to $4,200 or $5,000, depending on State
regulations, before my spouse becomes eligible for medicaidthe
one program that deals with custodial care."

Think of the irony of this: Medicare, we know, does not cover
custodial care; it was not dwed for that. It was designed for in-
tensive hospital care and mMiftl coverage for treatable diseases.
No insurance policy covers these costs. You cannot buy an insur-
ance policy that covers custodial nursing home care or home health
care.

There are a few policies available which give you a per diem
amount, such as those sold by At Linkletter on TV, but the bene-
fits under such policies are a drop in the bucket.

In prior years, when the cost of a nursing home was $1,200 or
$1,500 per month, and the family could contribute that cost out of

income,ncome, the cost of custodial care was manageable. Today, in
this city, nursing homes cost between $3,500 and .N500 per month.

It is not pssible, any longer, unless you are very vo.-althy or very
poor, to manage the system. I am faced with clients daily who come
in and say, "Can you help me?"

We have developed a series of strategies. It isn't really important
to go into details today, but in general, we are talking about trans-
fbr of assets, setting up trust funds, and other techniques, which, if
done early enough in time, can put the family in the position to
say after 2 years, "I cannot afford it anymore." We perhaps have
been able to protect the victim's spouse, so that he or she can hold
on to some of their assets and live a decent life. These are not
young, healthy people. These are elderly people, 65 and older, who
may be ill themselves. They are frequently barely able to function
as a couple in the community, without these massive costs.

While you are searching for the answers, while you are seeking
the funds to find the medical solution, we must begin to think of
some immediate, short-term solutions to benefit spouses of Alz-
heimer's victims, allow them to continue to hold on to some of
their assets and income so they are not wiped out. That may re-
quire amendments to some of the medicaid rules; amending the
deeming rules; amending the transfer of assets rules. We must pro-
vide relief to spouses.

I see greater problems in the cases of married couples than in
the cases of single persons. I am less concerned about the economic
impact on a person who has to spend all their own nimbi, and not
be able to leave an inheritance for their children, although there is
a valid argument that people ought to be able to pass on some
finals to their children and grandchildren.

The critical issue, the one we should look at first, is the one of
the married couple. Second, begin to look at some of the atom-
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five care programs you will hear about today, by people far more
expert than I.

Consider different kinds of congregate care facilities, if they
could be developed for the Alzheimer's victim, where a safe and
clean environment could be provided. Many Alzheimer's victims do
not need the kind of intensive nursing home care a medical facility
provides. Then, perhaps, the cost of care could be cut down.

Last, I strongly agree that more home health care needs to be
provided. But in the meantime, while looking at these solutions, we
must do something about protecting the family from economic dev-
astation. It is a tragedy and one that is a very sad commentary on
what we do to the elderly.

Thank you.
Chairman HEINZ. I will note that you abbreviated your testimo-

ny. There is much in it worth reading. I think all of it is well
worth reading. It will be placed in the permanent record,

[The prepared statement of Mr. Strauss follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or PETER J. STRAUSS

I am an attorney in private practice and a member of the firm of Strauss & Wolf
in New York City, admitted in New York and New Jersey. Most of my career has
been spent in general practice, with emphasis on estate planing. Three years ago, I
found that more and more of my clients were raising problems concerning their
aging parents or their elderly spouses, problems regardmg the management of their
financial affairs and concerning their health care. I began to focus on these con-
cerns, became aware of the dimension of these problems, developed some solutions
in appropriate cases, and suddenly found I had become a so-called "expert" in a new
and growing field of lawthe legal problems of the aging.

It is clear why this happen-W. The senior citizen segment of our pol.alation has
grown and continues to grow, and health care costs are rising dramatically. In ir-
ticular, the costs of maintaining a person in need of chronic care have soared. The
cost of skilled nursing facilities in the New York City area runs between $80 to $120
a day, with some of the better homes costing $150 daily.

The problem of the financing of long-term care has become a major issue for this
Nation.

My senior citizen caseload falls into several broad categories:
Classic estate planning.
Protective services.
The problems caused by the need to pay for long-term chronic health careusual-

ly care which is defined as custodial.
It is this latter area on which I wish to focus today.
The following typical cases will clearly illustrate this problem.
Mr. and Mrs. CI.: Mr. 0. has Alzheimer's disease. He recently was admitted to a

nursing home. He will never return home. Mrs. 0. has cancer. She receives chemo-
therapy at a New York hospital on an outpatient basis, and resides alone in the
apartment she formerly shared with her husband. As Mr. 0. became more seriously
ill over the years, Mrs. 0. had most of the couple's assets, which total about
$150.000, placed in her name. Mrs. 0., who was worried about how she could pay
$40,000 a year for her husband's nursing home expense and still be able to live inde-
pendently, sought my advice.

Mr. and Mrs. J.: Mrs. J. had been paying for the nursing home for her husband
for 21/2 years when she came to see me a year ago. She had spent about $90,000 and
had $35,000 remaining. She had been informed that she had to spend all her assets
before her husband became medicaid eligible. I advised her this was not correct, had
her discontinue payments to the nursing home, and apply for medicaid. The medic-
aid application, initially denied, was approved after a fair hearing decision.

Mr. and Mrs. S.: Mr. S. consulted me recently. Her husband has it lzhelmcr's dis-
ease and is presently living at home with Mrs. S. and two children. In addition to
their home, they have about $125,000. Mr. S. is declining, and will soon need full-
time care at home. Mrs. S. hopes to be able to care for Mr. S. at home indefinitely,
but institutionalization may become necessary. Mrs. S. does not know how she can
afford the cost of Mr. S.'s care and still maintain her home and support her family.
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Each of these cases poses the same basic issue: Is there any way to provide for
long-term care of the patient spouse without impoverishing the spouse living in the
community?

In each of these situations I am dealing with a client in crisis. Traumatized by his
or her spouse's illness from which there will, in most cases, be no recovery, my
client has discovered that there is no financial help to pay for the costs of this ill-
ness. The client has learned that medicare will not pay for this kind of care. And
the client has also learned that any health insurance he or she might have will also
not cover these costs.

There is no private health insurance that I know of that covers the costs of long-
term chronic care. Most health policies follow the medicare definitions of "skilled
care" and "custodial care," and thus do not cover longterm care of a "custodial"
nature.

The heart of the medicare problem, of course, is the limitation to pay only for
"skilled care." When medicare was enacted, a policy decision was made to cover
only treatable medical problems and exclude coverage for care which was deemed
merely "custodial."

When the costs of custodial care were more modest this exclusion was not as seri-
ous a problem as it is today. Now, with home health care and nursing home costs
running into staggering sums, only the very rich can afford this on their own.

Although there is httie benefit provided by private insurance or by medicare,
there is, ironically, one program that pays for the costs of chronic, long-term care,
even care deemed to be purely custodial, and that is the program known as medic-
aid.

Medicaid, however, is a designed for the poor of this Nation. It has as
you well know, resource andncome bility quirements. Yet, more and more
members of our elderly population are whether medicaid might be tapped as
a resource to assist them in avoiding economic disaster. They have been told that
preset" all of the resources of the married couple must be used beibre the ill
spouse tun receive medicaid. They ask us if there may be a way to qualify withodt
both spouses spending down to the medicaid eligibility level.

This is a remarkable development. Middle.class families, driven by fear and panic,
seeking to take advantage of what is essentially a welfare program.

What is needed is a major rethinking of the basic poi which excludes custodial
care from coverage. Clearly, having - costs assumed by medicare would have
enormous economic consequences. But the problem cannot be ignored. It will contin-
ue to grow more serious as costs continue to increase and our chronic care patients
live longer.

Chronic care costs must be assumed by the Nation as a whole. There are several
methods by which to approach the issue. The medicare progran. can be amended by
adding a new "part C which would provide coverage for long-term care. A new
"title 21," as iome of you have proposed, might be enacted. These costs should be
approached no differently than those of cancer or heart disease. Absorbing the
entire cost, or enacting a system with some more deductibles and coinsurance is a
question that can be debated, with honest difference of opinion.

I believe that reform of our existing laws place greater emphasis on home
health care would be economically more sound than our current medicare and med-
icaid laws which encourage institutionalization. I also believe that serious considera-
tion must be given to the support of new kinds of residential facilities to provide
care for persons, such as the victims of Alzheimer's disease or strokes, who do not
need the kind of medical support that skilled nursing facilities are designed to pro-
vide. These two approaches would, in my view, provide care at lower cost than exist-
ing institutions, as well as deliver more appropriate and humane care.

I want to stress again the special proble-ms of married persons where one partner
requires longtime care. I have seen too many cases where the community spouse is
left without the means to fiinction in accordance with a decent standard of living,
because of his or her spouse's illness. I see no ethical justification for this. At a
minimum, even if major policy changes are not forthcoming in the near future, the
medicaid laws should be amended to create immediate protection for spouses. Per-
haps a "marital exemption" concept should be enacted, allowing a community
spouse to retain 50 percent of the couple's combined resources, with some minimum
"-marital exemption" established for couples with very modest means.

It is impossible in this brief statement to cover all of the issues I believe need to
be discussed. What I want to stress is that there is a rapidly expanding segment of
our population which requires care it cannot afford and fbr which there is little
relief. I see this clearly demonstrated by the clients who come to see us every day,
who, out of fear, ask if becoming old merely gives them the right to become paupers.
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Chairman HEINZ. Let me begin with Mrs. French. Mrs. French,
you, I think, are in a unique position. Could you tell us what are
the greatest demands on a person in your situation? Specifically,
could you describe the problems that face a spouse trying to cope
with a husband, in this case, who has contracted Alzheimer's.

What do you find the single most, from the standpoint of person-
al care, burden placed upon you or your household?

Mrs. FRENCH. I must say the financial burden is most important.
What happens, what happens when it is all gone? It can only go so
fat? Then what do I do with my husband? Where does he go then?

I have looked at 15 homes because my own doctors said "Doro-
thy, you cannot keep this up. This will ruin your health." I have
lost 15 pounds. I am working like a dog on this foundation. The
places that I have looked at, 1 would not put my husband in. Alz-
heimer's disease people should not be, I believe, in a rest home
where there are many people all crippled up, poor things, at the
end of their life. These kinds of things, to see for an Alzheimer's
person, I believe, is very disturbing.

Any little, tiny thing, anything, a word can set them off into a
terrific agitation.

When they are agitated it is very difficult to have them at home.
They go around the house constantly touching everything, break-
ing things. No one knows why, and a special strength =gems to be
in them. My husband is in wonderful _physical condition. :tit doctor
said that he wishes he had his body. He has been through two sur-
geries within the last 6 months, He has bounced back more healthy
than ever. Still, there is nothing. He holds his head and says, "It
doesn't work, it is no good." That is the most that he can say. The
other day he took me by the hand and took me into his sitting
room and said, "Dear, I am at your mercy." That tells it all.

Chairman HEINZ. You are, as I understand it, in a position to
provide him with round-the-clock care.

Mrs. Fawn. I am in a position to provide for nurses, practical
nurses. We are getting along.

Chairman HEINZ. What, in your judgment, are the most essential
services that those practical nurses, or if you did not have practical
nurses and could only get some part'time help, home health care,
what are the most critical elements of that care? Is it something
that gives you a break? Is it to insure that your spouse is not a
danger to himself? What is it?

Mrs. FRENCH. He can be a danger to himself easily. We happen
to have a swimming pool. He could fall in. I have bought all kinds
of things to rescue him if this should happen. He has to be held by
the hand. When someone touches him, lightly, and he knows he
has a friend, he is calm. If he should walk, for instance, in the
streetwe had a terrible situation at one time, when I dropped my
secretary off to get some groceries. We were on San Vincente Bou-
levard in Los Angeles, and I said, "I will pick you up. Walk with
Jack, he loves to walk."

I parked in back of a car. When they came along, we tried to get
him into the car. He did not want to get in, for some reason. A
man in an automobile in front of us looked back at us, in astonish-
ment, and ran into a house. He thought we were kidnaping him.

30
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Those kinds of things. We have to place his name on him, when he
walks. That did not work out, though.

Chairman HEINZ. Ms. Morscheck, let me transfer to you and ask,
assume that somebody in very similar circumstances to Mrs.
French came to you but did not have the financial resources to
afford a practical nurse, and was well enough off that medicaid
was not available. What would you try and do in similar circum-
stances?

Ms. MORSCHECK. One of the very first things I would do would be
to encourage the family member to contact the local county office
on aging and ask for a service manager to help them identify the
specific problems they are facing, and then identify the services in
the community that might meet those needs. If there were 12
needs identified, we might be lucky enough to come up with seven
or eight services that could meet seven or eight of the needs.

There are a variety of programs in some areas that allow people
who are of middle income to get part -time assistance in the home,
so that the caregiver can have some respite. There is a great deal
of need to sit down and talk with the individual about what family
resources there are. Not money, but what human resources there
are within the family, among the neighbors, from friends, church
groups, informal resources they may draw upon to assist them.

A member of our chapter whose husband was stricken by Alz-
heimer's at the age of 44 quickly took it upon herself to educate
her friends, relatives, neighbors, and church members about the
disease, and when they called and said, "We are sorry to hear
about your husband, what can we do," and she said "I am not sure,
but I will get back to you."

She got back to them and mobilized 30 different individuals who
come in and spend 1 hour a week with her husband every week.
She was able to carry that on for 21/2 years, until he deteriorated to
a point where he could no longer do as much as he could before.

It takes a good deal ofone is asking a family member who is
overextended emotionally and physically to look aronnd and see
what else they can manufacturer, can create, out of their informal
contacts within the community.

Very often it ends up being a fruitful avenue to pursue.
Is staff trained to do this? Is staff trained to link up those serv-

ices already available and accessible financially? Then to continue
to work in a very creative way, as a constantly creative process,
not the easy road to take in any agency, to come up with ways and
means to draw upon the local, informal resources to meet some of
the needs.

Also, one can encourage folks to do a great deal of advocacy with
local decisionmakers to make services more available. That is a
long-term project to get involved in. One other thing we do encour-
age, we are working with our local Red Cross and encouraging
them to provide more family members with more training about
home care, so people can feel a bit more secure in their own capa-
bilities to deal with care at home That is assuming they have the
ability to stay home and do not have to go to work.

Many of them are overwhelmed by the catastrophic reactions,
possibility of seizures. This safety difficulty where people can hurt
themselves, break things, or burn themselves on stoves. The local
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Red Cross is an agency with a tradition of helping people to help
care for themselves. We are trying to help build on that tradition
and to provide more information and resources with our family
members.

Chairman HEINZ. Thank you. I have taken a disproportionate
amount of time, and I anticipate Senator Pressler and Senator
D'Amato have questions for Mr. Strauss.

SENATOR PRESSLER. I think the witnesses have spoken very well
today. My questions will be brief.

Support groups and legal advice are very important. The support
groups have sprung up throughout the country. I am glad to see we
have a lawyer here, because so many of the real victims are the
families, loved ones, who need someone to turn to for advice.

I would like a little better explanation of how people can get in
touch with support groups or with lawyers who are familiar with
this. I am glad

support
know that a field of practice is developing in this

area. The real victims are the families, because the person having
Alzheimer's disease is very healthy, and feels, in his body, very
healthy, but of course suffers from the disease.

The people who perhaps suffer the most are the families and
friends. That is something that we need to get across.

If sorraone wants to get in touch with a support group or with an
attorney in this area, what steps do they take?

Ms. MORSCHTICK. Maybe I can answer the first part. National Alz-
heimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association does have an
800 number that can be called. At that time, they will be assured
of getting a basic package of information from the national associ-
ation. They will be referred to a local chapter or a local large sup-
port group, if a chapter does not exist. They can call the chapter on
their own. If they fail to do that, there is a referral slip that comes
from national to each chapter. We make a great effort to try and
reach these people within a while. That becomes very difficult, lo-
gistically, as we are a small group that has grown quickly.

I currently have 600 green referral slips from national that have
arrived on my desk in the last 5 weeks. We are constantly scram-
bling for assistance, then, in simply dealing with that volume of re-
quests.

Once people make contact with a chapter, we will try to answer
any kind of question we have, and we have found in our own area
lawyers who can be of assistance. There are some very good senior
legal assistance projects that are funded, where you can get free
legal advice or low-cost legal advice.

We refer there, as well as to some private lawyers for that help.
Mr. &muss. The legal services programs would be a good source

of advice. Although they are restricted to providing legal services
to the limited economic levels, they might be a source of informa-
tion, as were the association groups.

Frequently, also, we get referrals from social workers in hospi-
tals, and they may be a good source of information for the family.
The contact point is usually when a family member leaves the hos-
pital and needs placement in a nursing home, and social services
institutions can be very helpful at this time.

We found in our own practice that it became a team effort, work-
ing with the social work profession. One of my paralegals is a
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social worker, because of the intensity of client action in these
areas.

The bar associations are also very good sources of referrals.
Mrs. FRENCH. Every Alzheimer's disease patient is different from

every other one. They alt have peculiarities, it seems. If I ask my
husband to receive 10 other people in the house, say, it would bring
a seizure on him. It would upset him very much. I notice very often
that if there is a change in a nurse, which there has to be, occa-
sionally, there is a very big upset. So I could never have, or I could
not ask people, who might be neighbors, to come into my house.
There would be no way.

Senator PRESSLER. I would state that I know firsthand what the
support groups do. They have only recently been formed.

Yof mentioned 500 or 600 referral slips. We published our article
in People magazine and received so much mail from people across
the country, that we had to send out a form letter to answer them
individually. You get deluged. I know what all of you are facing.

Chairman HEINZ. Senator D'Amato.
Senator D'AmaTo. One question for Mr. Strauss. In your counsel-

ing of those who have come to you, have you ever had to advise a
couple to divorce in order to protect the assets of the family?

Mr. *amiss. I have not. I am frequently asked whether that is a
solution. It is one of the more painful moments in the client inter-
view, when one of the family members will say to me, "Should my
mother divorce my father'?'

I usually do not think it is indicated, for a variety of reasons.
First, I do not think we usually have legal grounds, at least not in
this State, and probably in most others.

Second, I feel the courts, in many cases, are likely to place the
same financial burden on the divorcing spouse as they would
anyway. We try to come up with solutions other than divorce, to
protect the spouse.

Those would involve, for example, some transfer of assets, some
creation of trusts, perhaps, or variors other things, to try to give
the spouse some protection.

I want to make this point, because the issue will come up in your
deliberations: Should we allow families to cheat the Government by
giving away the money? I was asked that question when I testified
before Representative Pepper's committee on August 3, by a Con-
gressman from New York. I said that he had placed the Issue in
the wrong framework. I have met no husband or wife that was not
willing to make some financial contribution to the care costs of
their spouse. Nobody wants to cheat the Government. Nobody
wants to say, give away the money; wait for the time period; go on
medicaid; and say, "Let's get away with it." That is not the motiva-
tion.

I have never seen that. It is fear, panic, over being wiped out,
that makes them come to us. We are taking these actions from a
strategic point of view because we have no choice.

The spouse says, If I were required to give an amount that I can
manage, I will do it willingly." The transfer of assets is a cons.)
quence of high costs and the absence of a program that pays for
custodial care. It is not something that citizens of this State do be-
cause they think they will make money.
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Senator D'Astmv. Your suggestion would be then to design a for-
mula that would protect that spouse or family from the total finan-
cial ruin. Correct?

Mr. Suss. Yes.
Senator D'AusTo. So there would be a portion, up to a certain

amount, of assets or things they would pledge?
Mr. STRAUSS. Something like we do under the tax laws. We pe-

nalize married people here. We also penalize people, and this may
sound strange, who are not lucky enough to have a disease like
heart failure or cancer. If you had cancer, your costs are covered.
So, we are penalizing the middle class, penalizing the people unfor-
tunate enough to have Alzheimer's, and penalizing married people.

So I think we have to begin to look to something like a marital
exemption, although the limits and scope of such an idea need a
great deal of debate.

I realize the vast funding and financial burdens this would
create. I Am not naive.

know if we picked up the cost of custodial care, for example,
you are going to be assuming the cost of that $22 million. That is
not going to happen. Maybe we have to agree to a means test. We
may have to agree to program that is keyed in to what the family
can afford.

I do not want to be the judge of where to draw that line, and I
know it is not easy for you, but we have to look at a marital ex-
emption of some kind which would allow the healthy spouse to
retain a portion of the total assets of the couple, regardless of in
whose name these assets may be registered.

At present, the State of New Jersey, for example, does not seek
contribution from the community spouse. If all of the money is in
the name of that spouse, the patient spouse goes on medicaid and
the State does not seek any contribution. On the other hand, if all
of the money is in the patient's name, the community spouse gets
nothing. This makes no sense. We have to look at some kind of
marital exemytion system. Perhaps with a minimum. Fifty percent
of $40,000 is not going to maintain someone very comfortably
anyway.

at is one of the directions we ought to proceed in.
Senator IYAturro. Thank you very much.
Chairman HEINZ. Thank you. Peter, I have a last question for

you: I find your challenge to us, in effect, a new part or new title to
medicare, perhaps a means-tested one, with possibly marital deduc-
tions of some kind, quite challenging indeed. In addition to that,
you, in your testimony and in your remarks, have urged us to be
much more aggressive in the whole health care area.

Mr. STRAUSS. Absolutely.
Chairman HEINZ. I think it is fair to say that you endorse some

of the initiatives we mentioned earlier.
Mr. STRAUSS. I think your legislation is an important step for-

ward. Clearly, it is just a beginning, but some of those solutions are
ones we ought to be following carefully.

Chairman HEINZ. What I find equally intriguing is your third
suggestion which tracks, I think, the one Peggy made, to find some
kind of institution that is not a nursing home, and probably not
what boarding homes are as we know them today to be.
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How feasible is that? Have we gotten ourselves In a box where,
we want a certified, Alzheimer'stype certified nursing home, but
not all of the baggage and regulation that comes along with the
Federal Government? We will soon make, if history repeats itself,
boarding homes unaffordable if we turn them over to the tender
mercies of HRS. What is the answer?

Mr. Suss. Of course, the Alzheimer's victim moves through
various levels of needed care. I will tell you about a client, a__ young
woman, who wrote extensively about mother who is 54, and
testified in in Washington at the last hearing.

My client recently bought an apartment for her mother. I helped
the family to do it. This woman is being maintained in a safe,
small environment. We have talked about the concept of finding
one or two other Alzheimer's victims whom we could move into
that apartment and have two or three families contribute to the
cost or/ the custodial and skilled nursing care needed to maintain
three victims. They would have to be at similar levels of develop.
ment of the disease; they would have to be temperamentally com-
patible, so there would not be additional anxiety created; but I see
a system of that nature being developed.

How to fund it? Well, I think that there ought to be some more
coverage under medicare for this. I think that has to be a long-
ranp answer. Perhaps again, means-tested.

Reasonable people can differ on that. We also ought to begin to.
look at finding some type of a private insurance system- You
cannot buy a policy even when you are younger. Perhaps there
ought to lbe a mandatory part C, where people are required to
make additional contributions over and above their social security
contribution to provide sufficient funding for long-term custodial
clue.

If you do not want to go that far, perhaps create an insurance
policy, partially subsidized, as a rider to major medical policies,
which would cover custodial care. I would buy it today, knowing
what I know. I think it could be sold. I think that even lit needed
some kind of subsidy, that might be something that the medicare
program could look into; as an alternative, if you are not ready to
go to the total assumption of this massive cost. And, as I said, I
think the small type of living facility is something that should be
explored. But that is a little beyond my expertise.

Chairman HEINZ. Any other comments?
Ms. MORSCHICK. Yes, you may know in Pennsylvania there is

concern about preassessment of individuals who appear at first
sight to need nursing home placement What is disturbing to those
of us who work with the families and any others who have chronic,
debilitating diseases is that this is being set up to save medical as-
sistance money within the State, to essentially keep folks out of the
nursing homes unnecessarily.

That is good, to keep them out, unnecessarily, but if the door is
closed to individuals going to a nursing home and no funds are pro-
vided for comparable services in the community, such as assisting
boarding homes; a boarding home that I went to, beginning to sPe-
eialise in Alzheimer's patients in Pennsylvania, is charging about
$1,000 per month, to allow this home to beef up their staff, to have
Bail nighttime staff for wandering patients, and provide more stim-
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elation during the day and more oversight of the individuals. That
is far, far less expensive than those individuals might be paying, or
costing the State, if they went in a nursing home facility.

This ought to be a sharing of, and not cutting of access to the
nursing home, without making sure that there is some access to al-
ternative programs.

I am not sure that it would double the cost of boarding home
care if the Federal Government were involved in oversight; it
might. Knowing what has happened with nursing homes, I think
we could try to work against having that occur in the boarding
home situation.

Chairman HEINZ. I commend you on your optimism. I hope you
are right. All of my experience, I am more pessimistic perhaps
than you are.

Ms. Monsantox. I think channeling experiments that have been
going on ought to be giving us information about making available
just a certain block amount of money for someone with a disability,
and caring for them regardless of the setting. We ought to be get-
ting feedback on how feasible that is.

Chairman Mum. I want to thank all three of you for making an
outstanding contribution to thinires-I-thank-you-again-for-coming
so far, Mrs. French, with so much on your mind. I thank Peter
Strauss for his quite appropriate challenge to the committee. I
thank Peggy Moracheck, In particular, for alerting people. I am
sure there are many in the audience and presumably many hun-
dreds of thousands more who will learn of what is being done, not
just in Philadelphia, but in the 85 communities you mentioned, Many
more communities remain to be organized and develop the kinds of
self-help that you are bringing about.

We thank each of you. We are deeply indebted to you all.
We reached across the country in the last panel, from the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania to New York City and California. Now
we get to talk to our hosts.

Ethel Mitty is a registered nurse, and Dr. Libow is the chief of
medical services here. I suspect this group, in the audience, needs
absolutely no introduction, of you to them, but I want to thank you
for being here. Ms. Mitty, you will be our first witness.

STATEMENT OF ETHEL L. MITTY, R.N., DIRECTOR OF NURSING,
CENTRAL HOUSE, JEWISH HOME AND HOSPITAL FOR AGED,
NEW YORK. N.Y.

Ms. Mrrry. Thank you. I am director of nursing at the Jewish
Home and responsible for the patient care and educational pro-
grams of 120 nurses, 240 nursing assistants, serving 550 patients,
many of whom have Alzheimer's disease or related dementia.

Statistics and facts alone do not tell the whole story about the
disease. Nobody knows this batter than nurses who are there with
the patient and the families 24 hours a day.

Every patient admitted is evaluated with a view toward restoring
and preserving their maximum level of function and personal in-
tegrity. The patients can be classed as minimal to moderately im-
paired, and moderately to severely impaired.
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A moderately to severely Alzheimer's patient is someone who is
forgetful, lost control of his bladder, cannot dress himself, needs
help in cutting food, or completing his meal.

We do not use catheters to keep the bed dry or linen use down.
We try to restore bladder control and regularity. The Alzheimer's
patient who still has the ability to walk will be walked from place
to place by a nursing staff. We will not tie this patient into a
wheelchair and warehouse him for the rest of his life. The Alz-
heimer's patient who is immobile or rigid will receive passive exer-
cise several times daily.

The moderately impaired Alzheimer's patient requires an ap-
proximate 8% hours of direct nursing care in an 8-hour day. If the
patient is not ambulatory, has to be tube fed, which 17 of our cur-
rent population are, he would require 4% hours of care in an 8-
hour day. When you combine the hours of care needed and pro-
vided during the two 8-hour nursing shifts, the Alzheimer's patient
requires at least 6 to 8 hours of care in a 24-hour period.

The problem is that long-term care institutions are only author-
ized and reimbursed to provide 4 hours, a maximum of 4 hours of
nursing care during the 24-hour period. What the Government
wants, and the families want, and the nurses want, cannot be done
with current reimbursement levels.

Further, I do not believe that the DEG captures the range of
needs and services of the Alzheimer's patients. I predict that the
Alzheimer's patient will get even less care than heretofore before
in the acute care hospitals.

The functional services which long-term care nursing provides
are not simply or only custodial. The hands-on direct care does not
include time spent in weekly multidisciplinary team conferences,
and meetings with p physicians, dietitians, a psychiatrist,
social workers, activity wor family meetings with the supervi-
sor, and rehabilitation specialists.

It does not include time spent looking for lost clothing and lost
dentures, and fights between patients. It does not include the time
we need for inservice education, and by no means includes the time
we need to document and assess nursing care.

Nursing in long-term care institutions is extremely demanding
work. Nurses do not batter down doors to work here. Graduate
nurses do not seek us out, and that is not necessarily the nurse I
want.

We have very high standards for the nurses who work here. We
expect the nurse to know and assess the effect of their ministra-
tions, as well as other disciplines.

We want Sally Ride nurses but pay them Florence Nightingale
wages. I expect, in truth, to get more than I pay for.

The nurse assistant in long-term care is the hands, eyes, and ears
of the nursing home. We expect this person to be a more perfect
human being, more loving and gentle than the rest. The strength
of the nursing home is that we have nursing assistants who are
gentle, patient, and caring, while confronting the most catastrophic
effects of aging.

Inservice education and supervision are at the heart of the out-
standing nursing home. Within the past 12 months, the nurses on
all three tours have been trained or updated in physical assess-



went skills and psychotropic medication. Nursing assistants on all
three tours have been educated in regard to major diseases and dis-
abilities of the aging. The assistants have been trained in accident

revention, depression, dementia, and sensitivity. This fall, we will
a seminar in the cross-cultural aspects of aging.

e are a clinical campus for nursing students.
But the time spent here by each respective group is unconsciona-

bly brief.
An issue that requires attention and appropriate action, particu-

larly relating to Alzheimer's patients, is legislation to protect the
patient from abuse, neglect, or- mistreatment The long-term care
nursing sector has long demanded that the legislation which cur-
rently applies to nursing homes be applied to the hospital sector.
The debilitated state in which the hospitalized elderly patient re-
turns to his nursing home is outrageous; skin breakdown, no longer
ambulatory, confined, incontinent. This is patient neglect.

It is no more difficult to demonstrate the outcome of remotiva-
tion therapy or sensory stimulation than it is to demonstrate the
effect of bladder retraining. Both modalities cost money. We are
forced all too often to choose.

We have restored significant function, mental and physical, for
many of our Alzheimer's patients. In some cases, the confinion we
saw was actually depression.

When we admit an Alzheimer's patient, the family is admitted
also. We minister to the total needs of the patient and family. We
do not apply physical restraints because we are lazy; we apply

isthem because of a reasoned decision by the health team that it
too risky to let the patient walk unassisted. The family is a part of
this decisionmaking and planning. You can purchase this judg-
ment, reasoning, and planning, but at the present tune we have
the resources and capability to treat only a limited number of Alz-
heimer's patients.

Nursing homes have been castigated for many things. Of late, for
refusing to admit the demented patient, the Alzheimer's patient. It
is the irresponsible nursing home which admit an Alzheimer's pa-
tient but lacks the resources to care for him and his family. If I
refined to admit an Alzheimer's patient, it would be because I
could not safely and competently provide the plan of care and res-
toration needed.

I close with several recommendations: One, that the reimburse-
ment formula get a jolt of reality. You will not get the kind, level,
and quality of care required unless you provide the resources, pro-
tocols, and people to oversee this care.

I would also recommend that the regulations, surveys, and stand-
ards which currently apply to the nursing homes be applied to the
hospital sector also.

Senator PRESSLER [presiding]. Thank you very much. The regis-
tered nurses and nurses really do the work. I have two sisters who
are R.N.'s, registered nurses, and I am well aware of the wages of
nurses.

I think your quote of your looking for Sally Ride quality for Flor-
ence Nightingale wages is a classic. I am aware of that. I have
some questions, but they can wait until Dr. Libow makes his state-
ment.
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[The prepared statement of Ms. Mitty follows:]

Aram= S?AUMSNT or BIM= L blunt
Thank you. I am privileged to speak before this Senate committee to describe and

discuss some aspects of nursing care of patients with Alzheimer's disease, the chal-
lenges as well as the heartbreaks, the impact of this care on the patient and
familyand on the nursing profession. I hope my testimol increase the com-
mittee members' understanding of what is involved in Ahheimer's patients
and, along with all the other testimony, stimulate ideas legislative proposals
that will result in better care.

Facts and statistics alone can never tell the whole story about Alzheimer's. And
n obocly knows this better than nurses who are there with the patient 24 hours a
day. Nobody sees more clearly the impact on the patients themselves, who are terri-
fied by the prospect of losing their memories, being unable to recognize those closed
to them, being unable to cars for themselves, having to be institutionalizedhelp-
leas and incompetentfor the rest of their lives. And nobody sees more clearly the
toll taken by Alzheimer's on the patients' families, the mental as well as physical
toll, the burdens they must assume, all the while forced to watch, much too often,
the mental deterioration of their loved ones.

As director of nursing at Central House of the Jewish Home and Hospital for
Aged, am responsible for the patient care and educational programs involving 120
nurses and 240 nursing assistants who serve our 614 patients, almost half of
whom-250have Alzheimer's disease. I am also responsible for supervising intern-
ships of nursing students.

Every patient admitted is evaluated with a view to rest* gg and then preserving
their maximum level of Ainction and personal integrity. Alzhe I patients can be
classified as minimum to moderately unpaired and moderately to severely hnpainid.
The first classification, minimum to moderately impaired, is for that patient who
can function somewhat independently, such as the patient who has lost control of
his bladder, is forgetfid, and needs help cutting food or completing a meal. This

reon may be ambulatory but his ambulation is aimless and frequently dangerous.
The second classification, moderately to overly impaired, describes the patient who
is totally helpless and unable to express need or discomfort. This patient might re-
quire feeding through a nszogastric tube, a tube that passes from the nose into the
stomach. The nutritionally adequate feedings which are administered every 4 hours
through this tube can only be done by a licencrA nurse.

Both determining and in providing the activities of daily living or ADL, we are
also involved in a social interchange between the nurse and the patient. This dialog
is structured to include sentences of reality orientation. We attempt to stimulate
questions from the patient that help him react to and be aware of his surroundings.

We do not use catheters to control incontinence or keep the bed dry; we try to
restore bladder and bowel control or regularity and, failing that, we rigorously pro-
vide _personal hygiene care. The Alzheimer's patient who still has the ability to walk
will be walked from place to place by a nursing staff_ person; we will not place this
patient in a wheelchair for the rest of his life. The Alzheimer's patient who is immo-
bile or rigid will receive_ passive exercise several times daily, so that his limbs will
n ot become contracted. We do not warehouse our Alzheimer's patients!

The moderately impaired Alzheimer's patient requires approximately 3% hours of
direct nursing care in an 8-hour day. If the patient is nonambulatory and has a na-
sogastric tube, which 17 of our current patient population have, he will require 281
minutes or 4% hours of care in an 8-hour de Y- When you combine the hours of care
n eeded and provided during the two other &hour nursing shifts, the Alzheimer's pa-
tient requires 6 to 8 hours of care, at least, in a 24-hourperiod.

The problem with all of this is that long-term care institutions are only author-
ized ancl reimbursed to provide 4 hours of nursing care during a 24-hour period for
the Alzheimer's patient.

In other words, the long-term care Alzheimer's patients require more care than Is
recognised by the State or Federal Government. The government wants, and the
families want, and the nurses want, what cannot be done with current reimburse-
ment levels and formulas. Furthermore, I do not believe that the diagnostic related
group variables capture the range of need and services for the Alzheimer's patient. 1
predict that the Alzheimer's patient will, sadly and unfortunately, get even less care
than before in the acute care hospitals.

Just so that there is no misunderstanding, the functional services which long.
term care nursing provides are not simple or only custodial. The handa.on direct
care and supervision do not include the time spent in weekly multidisciplinary team
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conferences, the at least daily meeting with the primary physician, the monthly
meeting with the dietitian to review weight and appetite, the monthly meeting with
the psychiatrist to review medication, the at least twice weekly meeting with the
social worker, the at least once weekly meeting or conversation with the fain*, sev-
eral daily meetings with supervisor, the once or twice weekly meeting with the rr
habilitation specialist, the hunt for lost clothing not to mention dentures, weekly
inservice education, and last, but by no means least, the time to document the Will-
ing assessment of the effect of the medications, treatments, nursing modalities, and
care.

Quality assurance is not simply a game of paper compliance. The nursing profes-
sion has tong held a commitment to standards and process; we do not need it »n
posed from without. The educated, trained, and supervised nurse in long-term care
is not a mythological figure.

Nursing care in a longterm care institution is extremely demanding work. The
nurse who thinks that work in a nursing home is not as hard as hospital nursing is
gimp fooling herself. The new graduate nurse does not seek us out; this is not nee-

y the nurse I want, in any event. We do not have the staff or the time to
teach the skills necessary to be a long.term care nurse. Nurses do not batter down
the doors to work in nursing homes. They know of our high exp .4ations and stand-
ards. We will not tolerate errors of lazy thinking and lethargy, nor accept shortcuts
and irremedial shortcomings. The nurse who could hide her inadequacies in the hce-
pital will not be able to do that here. We expect the nurse to know the desired effect
of the medication administered and to assess the effect of their ministrations and
those of the other disciplines. We want Sally Ride nurses but pay them Florence
Nightingale wages. I expect, in truth, to get more than I am paying for.

The nurse assistant employed in a long-term care institution works for the same
reasons that people seek employment anywhere: economics, interest, and job secu-
rity. The, nurse assistant in long-term care, however, is the hands, eyes, atsd ears of
the nursing home. We should not expect him or her to be a more peifect human
being, more loving, more gentle than the rest of us. And yet, the miracle of the
nursing home is that we have nursing assistants who are gentle, loving, and caring,
all the while confronted with daily crises and the most ca hic effects of aging.
Growing older and dying are more easily dealt with in the rect. Facing and
coping with death, old age, and sickness calls for the most fUndamental strengths in
a human being. We give our nursing assistance strength by giving them support
and knowledge.

Inservice education and supervision are at the heart of the outstanding nursing
home. Information, education, performance evaluation, and audit are ongoing, as
they must be. In line with our commitment and our needs, our inservice education
program is intensive and around the clock. Within the past 12 months, our nurses
have been trained or updated in physical assessment skills, psychotropic medication,
nasogastric tube insertion, depression, and CPR. The nursing assistants have been
educated in regard to the major diseases and disabilities of the aging; this included
anatomy and physiology, medication, signs and symptoms, and nursing interven-
tions. They have also been trained in obstructed airway emergencies, taking blood
pressures, accident prevemion, depression, and sensitivity. Next month, an anthro-
pologist will begin a 10-session seminar in the cross - cultural aspects of aging; this
program is for the nurses and nursing assistants.

We not only educate our own staff, but also serve as a clinical campus for nursing
students from the three levels of nursing education. The time spent here by each
respective group is unconscionably brief. Given the current status of government
support for nurse educationand this is another serious problem which must be ad-
dressedwe must be thankful that the student has at least this contact. Both medi-
cal and nursing education have been remiss in educating the practitioners for geron-
tology. Five years from now we may not have a nursing shortage, but we will cer-
tainly have a shortage of nurses interested or equipped to work in long.term care let
alone with Alzheimer's patients.

Still another issue that requires attertion and appropriate action, particularly re-
lating to Alzheimer's patients, is legislation to protect the patient from abuse, Ws-
treatment, or neglect. The long.term care nursing sector has repeatedly asked that
the legislation which applies to the nursing home be applied to the acute care hospi.
tal. The debilitated state in which the hospitalized elderly patient returns to his
nursing home is outrageous: skin breakdown, no longer ambulatory, confused, incon-
tinent. This is patient neglect. The moderately confused Alzheimer's patient has
been severely compromised, those severely impaired are frequently L'yond restora-
tion.
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Research in the medical, nursing, and social sciences clearly demonstrates certain
programs that are effective for the Alzheimer's patient. Care of the Alzheimer's pa-
tient, I mean really care and caring, cannot be solely in the domain of the financial
gymnast. It is no more difficult to demonstrate the outcome of remotivation
or sensory stimulation than it is to demonstrate the effect of bladder retrainin"
former is seen in behaviors, the latter in the number of diapers used. Both modal-
ities cost money. We are forced to choose all too often between the diaperand the
dressing retraining exercise. We need resources for both.

We have restored significant function, mental and physical, for many of our Alm
heimer's patients. In some cases, the confusion we saw was actually depression. It is
not just nurses who get burnt out; older people get burnt out, too. Alzheimer's pa-
tients get burnt out.

At the outset of my presentation, I mentioned the impact of Alzheimer's on the
family. When we admit an Alzheimer's patient to the nursing home, the family is
admitted also. We minister to the total needs of the identified patient and of the
family. The hospitalized Alzheimer's patient with a fractured hip is "the 79-year-old
demented patient with a fractured 'up." Here, at the Jewish Home, the patient is
known in his totality.

We do not apply physical restraints because we are apply them because
of a reasoned decision by the health team that it is too to let the patient walk
unassisted. The family is a part of this decisionmaking planning. You can pur-
chase this judgment, reasoning, and planning, but at the preeent time we have the
resources and capability to treat only a limited number of Alzheimer's patients.

Nursing homes have been -stted for many thine. Of late, for refiming to
admit the demented patient, the Mzheimer's patient. It 111 the irresponsible nursing
home which admits; an Ahlteimer's patient but lacks the resources to care for him
and his family. If I refined to admit an Alzheimer's patient it would be because I
could not safely and competent tly provide the plan of care and restoration needed.

I have attempted, in this brief testimony, to touch on a number of issuessome
legislative, some professional, some emotionaleffecting treatment of the Alz-
heimer's patient from the nursing perspective. It all comes down to commitment,
resources, and recognition.

We now have the commitment, but lack the resources and the recognition. Nurs-
ing, in concert with other members of the health team, has the skills and account-
ability to care for the Alzheimer's patient. As legislators responsible to the public,
you will never get the kind, level, and quality of care required and which you have
every right to expect, unless you provide the resources, the needed protocols, and
the qualified people to oversee this care.

Our society must improve its capability to treat the Alzheimer's patient. We
cannot afford to undervalue the role of nurses in long-term care instate tions. The
consequences are too painful and too costly for all involved. Nursing is tut ignorant
of standards. Longterm care nursing has long struggled with standards of igno-
rance. The prospects for nursing are, I believe, inextricably bound with the pros.
pests for the Alzheimer's patient.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF LESLIE S. LIBOW, M.D., CHIEF OF MEDICAL
SERVICES, JEWISH HOME AND HOSPITAL FOR AGED, NEW
YORK, N.Y.

Dr. LIBOW. Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, I
admire the decision of this committee to focus the hearing on Alz-
heimer's disease and to hold the hearing at a nursing home, the
place of residence of three-quarters of a million Alzheimer's pa-
tients on any given day.

As a geriatrician who has spent his career finding alternatives to
nursing care, I underline the danger of the false promise of alter-
natives to nursing home care. It is my view that very few Alz-
heimer's patients have an alternative.

I urge the committee to think seriously about directing money to
improve the nursing home rather than have us continue, as we do
in this country, to look away from the home in the false promise
that there is an alternative.
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You have selected probably the most educationally committed
nursing holiTiln -the United-Stab:is; This strong commitment is
based on our belief at the Jewish Home and Hospital that educa-
tion is the only mechanism by which to achieve quality assurance.

We have developed a wide variety of educational programs for
patient, family, and. professional staff. For example, within several
weeks of these hearings, all 132 senior medical students at Mount
Sinai School of Medicine will experience a first in this country, an
obligatory 2week rotation into a nursing home, guided by our geri-
atric medical facility, in collaboration with the geriatric team of
nurses, social workers, rehabilitation specialists, and others.

The rotation of these students will help them learn about the
stre and limitations of the frail elderly, their families, and, in
particular, those with Alzheimer's disease. This is a far cry from
the education of most physicians.

Indeed, Alzheimer's disease is without doubt, as pointed out so
eloquently by the previous speakers, the single major illness of our
era, affecting 4 to 8 percent of those over 65, but 20 percent of all
those over the age of 80.

Alzheimer's is a disease, not a natural accompaniment of aging.
Alzheimer's ranks, in my view, with the leukemias and the cancers
as a great debilitating illness for patient and family. However, Alz-
heimer's differs from these malignant illnesses in four ways: First,
the patient continues to live for many years; second, the cost of the
illness is unmanageable by patient and family. third, the patient is
threatened with loss of individual rights and 'liberties; and fourth,
the patient seems to be a total stranger at times to family and
friends. A case history may be helpful.

An 81year-old former seamstress, widowed, mother of three
adult children, a proud, self-sufficient individual, develops Alz-
heimer's disease. She lives alone in an apartment, unable to deal
with financial and social obligations. She wanders the streets and
has become very suspicious and paranoid about neighbors and

ifamily. She sleeps during the day, is incontinent of urine, cries fre-
quently. Two of her adult children urge nursing home placement, a
third disagrees and says her mother would never want that.

We do not know what mother would have wanted if she had been
able to express her feelings at a time of mental clarity. A struggle
occurs within the family. It is unclear as to what the right action
is. The family physician prescribes medications which diminish
sleeplessness, diminish paranoia, and diminish incontinence.

After a period of time, the patient is placed in a nursing home.
Fortunately, that nursing home has a special unit for Alzheimer's
patients.

Medical investigation reveals that the patient has a treatable
thyroid disorder independent of the Alzheimer's. After 8 months of
treatment the patient returns to her apartment, and is now at the
apartment with a likelihood of living 5 to 10 more years, and prob-
ably being inhumanely placed permanently in a nursing home.
What are the lessons from such a story?

First, Alzheimer's is somewhat treatable. A hopeless attitude is
inappropriate.

Second, improved education of physicians, nurses, social workers,
and the public is necessary.
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Third, a "penultimate will" is essential in order for all of us to
-maintain -some -control -of-our-liveiceven- in the face of Alzheimer's
disease. Everyone, while still healthy and mentally clear, should
express in a legal document, our wishes, phil....iophies, and choice of
surrogate in the painful eventuality that we should develop Alz-
heimer's disease. I have called this document in previous publica-
tions, a penultimate will. It is a legal instrument in New York and
California, and is now about to become a legal instrument in Flor-
ida and Michigan.

Fourth, teams of clinicians are necessary at each community to
assist the family, patient, and physician in dealing with the Alz-
heimer's patient. In fact, such teams do exist in certain communi-
ties now, but all too few in this country.

Fifth, excellent nursing homes must be highlighted in each com-
munity so that proper placement without guilt and excessive pain
niay occur.

Sixth, we will ultimately prevent and/or cure Alzheimer's. I am
confident of that. In the meantime, we must focus not only on cost
effectiveness, but also on human effectiveness, for these patients
and families.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Libow follows:I

PREPARED STAMM* or De Lssws S. Lwow

Mr. Chairman and member* of the committee, I admire your decision to focus
these hearing* on Alzheimer's disease and to hold the hearings at a nursing home,
and am pleased to have this opportunity to taste?. Indeed, you have selected what is
probably the most educationally committed nursi home in the United States. We,
at the Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged bellow that education of professional
staff, families, and patients is the only mechanism to qtality assurance. For exam-
ple, within weeks of these hearings, all 132 senior medical student* at the Mount
Sinai Medical School (MSMS) will experience a first in this country. These student*
will spend 2 consecutive weeks at the Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged [JHHA]
guided by a select group of faculty and fellows in geriatrics, whore they will learn
from firsthand experience about the frail elderly, about the clinical and ethical deci-
sions which are unique to this population, about the difference* between hospitals
and nursing homes, and most importantly, about Alzheimer's disease, the major dis-
ease leading to placement of patients in nursing homes. For every Alzheimer's dis-
ease patient in a nursing home, there is at least one or two still residing in the com-
munity. To this extent, our joint JHHA and MSMS effort is developing outpatient
services for the community residing elderly with Alzheimer's disease and for their
families, in an effort to reduce cost to society and to improve the quality of life. But
for those who cannot remain at home (33 to 50 percent ci all Alzheimer's patients),
it is fortunate that excellent nursing homes do exist.

Alzheimer's disease is, without doubt, the single major illness of our era and cer-
tainly of the forthcoming century. It affects about 4 to 8 percent of those over 65,
and about 20 percent of those over 80. It is a disease, not a natural accompaniment
of aging as, for example, graying of the hair. It ranks, in my view, with the leuke-
miss and the cancers as a great debilitating illness for patient and family. It differs
from those malignant illnesses in three ways: (1) The patient continues to live for
many, many years after the onset; (2) the coot of the filmes is unmanepeble by
most individuals; and (3) the patient is threatened with a loss of the mdividual
rights and liberties which are his due. Thus, the families of Alzheimer's patients are
faced with an unusual and sad situation. They are challenged to assist a patient
whose illness is difficult to treat, whose social and financial burdens involve them in
a variety of ways, whose life will extend for years, and who often is no longer the
same person that they have known during their lifetimeat times, a total stranger.

1
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CABE HISTORY

A brief case history will highlight the problems in care. A 78-yearold -engineer
residing in New York City, father of three adult children, grandfather of seven, de-
voted and loving husband, effective community leader, develops Ahheimer's disease.
Over a 10 month period, he is unable to !Unction socially, making serious banking
and bill-paying errors, failing, at times, to recognize family and friends, and becom-
ing intermittently incontinent of urine. His children live at some distance from his
home; in New York State, Washington, D.C, and California. His wife now has the
responsibility of running their household, arranging for his health care, and dealing
with their increasing isolation. She states that their friends continued to come to
their home to play bridge, and for other events, for a brief period, but soon did not
know how to talk with her husband or her. The patient recognizes and talks coher-
ently and appropriately with his wife on only rare occasions. Most of the time he
doesn't seem to know her. He is sexually demanding ands at times, believes that his
wife is unfaithfill to him. His reasoning, orientation to tune and place, memory for
recent and distant events is impaired, his intellect and judgment have badly deterio-
rated and he is, in addition, depressed and cries frequently. He sleeps during the
day and is awake most of the night. He wanders out onto the street and is unable to
find his way home. Two of his children strongly urge their mother to place him in a
nursing home. A third child strongly disagrees with such placement. She says that
he would never want this, and she 'couldn't do this to him" after 65 years of mar-
riage. She, herself, is now becoming ill, unable to sleep, and suffering from weight
loss, loneliness, anger, and depression. It is the memory of the 65 happy years that
"keep her going."

At times he is physically threatening to. her, with bursts of violence that never
occurred during their 55 years together. His physician has prescribed medications
for sleep and for his excessive suspiciousness, wandering, and depression. He began
the treatment for the global mental dysfunction with the newest of unproven
though hopeful remedies which contain cholene, a chemical component of vital
brain neurotransmitters. The wife and children engage in a paintUl family struggle
about nursing home placement. The patient's wandering sleeplessness and alma
tire behaviors diminish somewhat with the new medications. It is likely that the
patient will endure another 5 to 10 years, ultimately being placed in a nursing
home for continued care.

PATIENT CARE HIOHLIOHTS PROM THE CASE HISTORY

Five additional "care" points are highlighted by this touching and very real case:
(1) When an older man develops Alzheimer's disease he is likely to have a spouse
who can assist him. Though Alzheimer's disease affects both sexes it is much more
prevalent among women. Since elderly women usually outlive their husbands, they
are very likely to be alone when Alzheimer's disease strikes and, thus, frequently
turn to nursing homes for surrogate support. We need to create less expensive, com-
munity-based surrogate support. This is not a likely achievement without prior
planning. In the meantime, perhaps for the next 10 to 20 years, we must come to
see the nursing home as a n part of the life cycle for many, reflecting the
natural social changes of a graying ation; the physician should, where appropriate,
support the concept of nursing home placement through Iiiminishing family guilt
and tension. (2) Friends and, at times, family disengage with both patient and
spouse, partly because of not knowing how to approach or talk to the patient, and
partly because of the fear that this illness induces. We must quickly and clearly
educate both public and professionals to the approaches to Alzheimer's disease. This
education effort should be lead by medical centers and, most particularly, by nurs-
ing homes. (3) Patients with Alzheimer's disease hove more residual mental compe-
tence than meets the awareness of laymen or professionals. It is likely that many
can decide about some key life decisions remaining; for example, decisions about in-
het4tance, placement in nutting home, etc.

THE PENULTIMATE WILL- -A MECHANISM TO INSURE SOME CONTROL OVER ONE'S LIFE

I recommend the penultimate will as a legal instrument which will allow every
person critical control over their remaining years should Alzheimer's disease befall
them. In this Wilt written at any age, but at a time of mental competence, we ad-
dress the possibility of ensuing mental impairment and remaining 'ears of life,
select our surrogate, and state our desires and philosophies. Such an instrument
greatly aids the clinician, the court, and most or all, the patient as is clear in the
case described today. Clinical care of the Alzheimer's patient is not a one clinician/
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ono- patient determination. It involves several clinicians (physician; social worker,
nurre,'etc., patient and family). As at the JHHA, teams of providers are molded into
an instrument of care available to clinician, patient, and family. Every community
must quickly develop a geriatrician leader who, in turn, wilt mold the team. Treat-
ments are available. M seen in our case, there are treatments and maneuvers for
the sleeplessness, the paranoia and painful ideas of suspicion, and the depression. In
addition, there are team supports and approaches for the newly available "time
without direction," and for the financial, legal, and ethical issues.

To improve the care of Alzheimer's patients, we need to:
(1) Increasingly educate all laymen and health providers about the illness.
(2) Develop teams in each community; in particular, train special physicians,

called geriatricians, to lead these educational efforts. This, in effect is well under.
way with the JIIHA/MSAI newly established program in geriatrics.

(3) Have the physician take an active, therapeutic role with patient and family,
including guidance as to prognoses, placement, etc.

(4) Have the entire populace complete a one pegs penultimate will to provide safe
protection and safe direction in the event of Alzheimer's disease; and

(5) Support increased research into this disease, a matter which Dr. Butler has
played a major role, and which be will addrese today.

I am convinced that in the near fitture we can conquer and Prevent Alzheimer's
disease. We can certainly now do much more than is being done to improve the care
of the patient and to Ming the family.

Thank you.

Senator PRESSLER. I think you both have presented excellent tea.
timcmy. May I ask, how many beds does this home have?

Ms. MrrrY. It has 514. There is a Bronx division as well.
Senator PRESSLER. So you would consider this, your total about

1,100 beds?
Ms. WM. Yes.
Senator PazasizE. How many are Alzheimer's patients?
Ms. Wm. I would think 50 percent are.
Senator PRESSLER. Fifty percent. How many of those are under,

roughly, 70 years of age? Do you have any way of knowing?
Ms. MrrrY. Did you say 65?
Senator Passinarn. How many are under 70?
Ms. WM. Very few.
Senator PRESSLER. If a link could be found to treat or cure Alz-

heimer's, then this institution, 50 percent of its patients, depending
on what may occur later in some other form, 50 percent of the pa-
tients in this institution would be affected; correct?

Ms. WM. Yes.
Senator PRESSLER. I think that is a very significant number. As I

mentioned earlier, the nursing homes that I deal with on a regular
basis are much smaller. Costs in some cases are higher because of
that lower volume. We have many of the same problems that you
have.

So, I think that, although we are from States that are far apart,
I am here to learn some things, but I am finding some of the same
type of testimony I heard in the South Dakota hearing a couple of
weeks ago.

You mentioned that you have a difficult time in getting nurses to
work in this specialty. At least they are not trained in this area, or
perhaps there are other more attractive things. What is the reason
for that?

Ms. Marv. I would say, in part, it is a psychological reason for
not wanting to work in a nursing home; it is not as exciting as hos-
pitals, or so it would appear to the persons there.
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rthink- that a nurse's education and training have not been-in
stilled enough for them to be thinking about the long-term care
sector. There is not even that germ of interest.

I think for anyone to work in long-term caret any professional,
the rewards are hard to see. The goals are hard to achieve. So that
the nice feeling that you would get from being a helping person are
sometimes hard to grasp.

Self-esteem rewards that we need at work are sometimes difficult
to capture in a long-term care setting.

Senator Puss. I think you mentioned something that is a
great problem. I have heard that the 4-H Clubs of America have a
project of young people visiting nursing homes with the approval of
the homes, of course, but we do not look upon work in a nursing
home as exciting as work in a hospital.

It 18 a difficult place to work, although it is rewarding. There is a
problem of attracting personnel needed with the increasing aging
population coming. I have been one who has urged that gerontolog-
ical studies and learning centers make us more aware of the aging
process. It is important, that this not be an unattractive thing.

Indeed, I think that businesses, commercial institutions, and tele-
vision ads have a responsibility in this area.

The aging process is not considered an attractive process in our
society, the perception of that, perhaps, has led to spinoff problems,
in terms of getting the best or most dedicated people. We need to
reeducate ourselves abort the work that is done in the nursing
homes. I think you have made a good point this morning.

I shall yield to my colleague.
Chairman Hum (resuming chair]. Mr. Acting Chairman, you are

doing a superb job. You may continue.
Senator PRESSLER. That is about all of my questions.
Chairman Heim. I want to apologize to Ms. Mitty and Dr. Libow

for missing your testimony. I had to be out of the room for a
moment. I managed to read your testimony. I have yet to get to
yours, Dr. Libow.

On reading your testimony, though, there were two things that
struck me. The statement that, your concern about the debilitating
state in which the hospitalized elderly patient returns to his nurs-
ing home is outrageous. What is the problem? Is this something
that should be best left to the medical Profession to come to grips
with? We like to think, when we turn a patient over to a nurse or
doctor, it is not going to be hazardous to their health.

I do not want to create a terrible rift between you and the medi-
cal staff in asking the question.

Ms. Mrrry. Dr. Libow and I go back a long way. I think the prob-
lem with elderly people, Alzheimer's patients in a hospital, is
really two-thirds a nursing issue and one-third a medical one.

I do not think the nurses we are turning out from our education-
al system know how to give fundamental nursing care. I think that
is showing up, not just back in the nursing home, but showing up
all over.

I think we have a problem with the accountability system, or the
way we see our patients. No one is minding the store. There are
problems we are seeing with the elderly.
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Chrilraian Heim. Can. I_ interrupt _you _to ask...what...is missing
irom nursing education?

Ma Mrrrr. Patient contact. One of my recommendations in the
testimony is that I supported, and that I need, an empty school-of-
nursing building to house my nursing staff.

We are not training nurses with handoon skills and intellectual
skills really to do the job.

Chairman Rum What you are saying is that when you get your
R.N., somehow you manage to get it without really working with
Patients?

Ms. hfrrrr. Yes; you can get an R.N. without barely touching a
Patient. You can sit for the licensing exam. It is a different type of
training than it was 15 or 20 years ago. I think we are all suffering
from it.

Chairman lizna. What should we be doing about it?
Ms. Mrrnr. Well, I think that you should take a look at nursing

education and put demands on the profession for performance or
an outcome- -

Chairman HEN& There have been from time to time some
health manpower programs that do support nursing training, but
they have never gotten into the curriculum kinds of issues.
issues have been left to individual States to determine.

Are you saying we should go into that?
Ms. Mrrre. I think you are entitled to know what your money

purchases, and to look at test scores, numbers of incidents of infec-
tion, of falls, of complications, secondary to the hospitalization.
There are ways to look at the effect of what you are purchasing. I
think that that can be within your domain as well.

Chairman Hun. We have traditionally looked at reboring in
terms of the ability of a student to attend an accredaccredited school as
opposed to the product, the product of that education. It has been
more of an avenue to provide opportunity for the individual as op-
posed to a means to assure the quality of what is taught or pro-
duced.

I hear what you are saying.
Let me ask you this question, then: Of all of the things that you

think we at the Federal level should do, and I ask this of both of
you, what would be the one or two most important things you
would like us, upon returning to Washington, later today, to do?

Dr. Libow, why not take a crack at that?
Nurse Mitty is composing a long list and slowly scratching them

out.
Dr. Wow. The key to improving quality of care for those at all

ages, particularly the elderly, is improved education of health care
profession and emphasizing a different set of goals. Too little em-
phasis and too few dollars have been spent on that.

You cannot attract nurses, physicians, or social workers to a
nursing home or to work in community agencies, with the elderly
ill, unless we educate everyone toward new goals.

The goals of dramatic cure are not appronsiate goals in dealing
with 80-yearolds, with some exception. Reterfrom pneumonia is
welcome at any age, but with the elderly, it is often a matter of a
little less depression, a few less falls, a little less incontinence, and
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perhaps a little more time out of the nursing home. Those are the
goals we need to imbue in students and health care -prbfessiosals;---

Chairman Hwiz. I commend you for that statement. I would like
to enlarge on its implications based on a hearing we held some 2
months ago.

We held a joint hearing with the House Aging Committee on
drug misuse and the elderly. The hearing was replete with testimo.
ny, through informed witnesses, some of them doctors. Many of
them spoke of doctors prescribing and then overprescribing, pre-
scribing more medication to take care of symptoms created by the
incorrect use of another drug. Persons who might have gotten by
just fine with aspirin or a small dose of heart medication ended up
on some 15 drugs.

Each drug tried to combat the apparent symptoms of another
drug without the physician knowing about it.

You seem to be saying that our medical profession, like the
American society, is often accused of oriented toward a quick
fix. They are trained to do quick fixesbeim. They are trained to deal
with acute care issues.

Ina sense, it is also part and parcel of our need for instant grati-
fication.

So you are saying to medical schools, they do not fully under.
stand the orientation that they are imbuing their graduates with.
Is that a fair statement?

Dr. Lisow. There is a mismatch between the educational system
and the demography. That is it. We, at Mount Sinai, and we, m the
Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged, we have changed that mis-
matched emphasis. Similar changes are happening in other places
in the country, but there are 127 medical schools and a large
number of nursing schools where little change has occurred.

You asked for other key changes to emphasize when you go back
to Washington, D.C. There is something about the medical and hos-
pital payment system which does not recognize the demography
either.

The physician and hospital get paid for technology. Put in a
scope and get well reimbursed for the great skill.

In contrast, you do not get paid for time and other skills that are
reflected in obtaining a Fong history from a patient, Ira holding a
patient's hand, or in making a house call.

If you change the payment system, Senator, you change the
entire approach to the elderly in this country.

Chairman HEINZ. I am almost tempted to ask if we should go to
a time and materials basis rather than a turnkey basis. How would
you change it?

Dr. LWOW. The changes are fairly straightforward, and I would
be pleased to discuss them with you and the committee. The es-
sence of the change, Senator, would be to come up with a formula
that reflects dollars for time and dollars for critical nontechnologi-
cal remedies and approvals.

Chairman HEINZ. What you necessarily are suggesting, then, is,
and I wasn't being facetious, time and materials.

Dr. LIBOW. My answer is very simple. It is the heart of tho issue;
if you want to change the health system quickly and produce
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health care for the elderly, change the emphasis of reimbursement
from technology to clinical care.

Chairman Hawn. An interesting and provocative thought.
Any other comments?
Ms. Mrny. No I would second what Dr. Libow said. Before you

change the reimbursement system, please take a look at what you
have.

Chairman HEINZ. Which change are you referring to? The rea-
sonable cost system that we think we more or less have now, or
DRG system?

Ms. Marv. Referring to DRG, Federal health surveys, titles 18,
19, r e f e r r i n g t o s y s t e m s t h a t a re i n p l a c e a n d c h e w i n g up p r o f e s-
s i o n a l s t a f f that could b e d oing other things. Before you implant
something else, I think we need to look at what we have in-house.

Chairman Haw. Are you saying, so that I understand you, now
at least say, in moving to DRG, let it have time to work itself out?
Do not change it tomorrovi?

Ms. Mrm. I am not convinced we should erase the DRG. We
have not tested that yet. I know the Federal survey, as it currently
operates, does not look at outcomes at all. It does not really look at
health care delivery.

We are not really in a quality assurance mode. We really do not
know if we are getting our dollar's worth.

I recommend before we go and spend dollars, either more or dif-
ferently, you have to clean out or clean up what you have now.

Chairman Hzirm. Thank you. Do you have a short, 500-page
paper on how to do that? We will contact you later for your
thoughts on that, I am sure.

In your testimony, you said you wanted to clean up the present
system. Let me discuss that issue with you later a little bit further.

Thank you both very much.
Our third and last panel includes Janet Seiner, commissioner of

aging, New York City; it includes a dear friend of mine, former di-
rector of the National Institute of Aging, and now the chairman of
the Department of Geriatrics and Adult Development, Mount Sinai
Medical Center, Dr. Robert Butler; and the deputy director of
Brookdale Center on Aging, Samuel Sadin.

Let me warn you that Mr. Strauss and I conversed in the corri-
dor and we will have an additional task for you at the conclusion of
your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JANET S. MINER, COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK,
N.Y., DEPARTMENT FOR THE AGING

Ms. SAINER. I want to express my appreciation, and that of
Mayor Koch, for holding this hearing in New York City and giving
me an opportunity to testify on a subject of such deep concern.

Indeed, because we are aware of the increasing incidence of Alz-
heimer's disease and its increasing significance, we are holding a
mayoral conference on November 3, to give recognition to the seri-
ous impact of this disease. We hope that you, or members of your
committee, can be with us on that day as we review some of the
ways in which we in New York City can more effectively deliver
services to Alzheimer's victims and their families. can sensitize
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health and human services providers to the complexity and enor-
mity of this disease, as well as highlight key legislative and policy
issues. The hearings you are conducting around the country bring
Alzheimer's to the fore. For this, you are to be commended. We
would hope that as a result there will be more progress and more
action taken.

I would like to focus today on some of the community -bawd
issues. We have heard from a number of institutional people, and
that is a very important dimension of the whole problem. We have
a great concern for community-based care and the increased need
to take care of an estimated 50,000 noninstitutional persons living
in New York City who are afflicted with Alzheimer's or similar dis-
orders.

New York, like other urban areas throughout the country, has
seen significant changes in its elderly population over the past 10
years. The 75- to 84-year-old cohort has risen 15 percent since 1970,
while those 85 and over increased by 87 percent. In addition, the
number of elderly living alone has increased in the past decade by
over 13% percent. Clearly, more and more of our aged are kink*
and mateless, and they are the very old, v:try poor, and usually
female.

Moreover, the lives of our urban elderly are different from those
of their counterparts elsewhere. You know we have a large number
of apartment dwellers, and many live in communities which have
undergone enormous change in the _past 10 years. They no longer
have the doctors they used to have. There is nobody there to recog-
nize some of the subtle behavior changes which signify the onset of
Alzheimer's.

We know that we get calls at our office f:om the police, or neigh-
bors, when they hear of somebody letting the tub flow over, or of
forgetting to turn off the gas.

These kinds of calls are familiar ones. Not only social services
providers and health professionals, but the police and landlords
and those in housing projects, are beginning to wonder how to cope
with the problems that victims of Alzheimer's disease present.

I want to underscore what Peter Strauss said about the issue of
couples. The spousal issue is indeed a critical one. He made such
an important point of it, I do not think I have to reemphasize it to
you.

I also want to underscore Senator D'Amato's and your concerns
in connection with increasing funds for research in Alzheimer's dis-
ease. I hope that that can be a very concrete result of the hearings
that you are conducting. What I am particularly concerned about,
however, is the little assistance that is available in the community
when familieb are s ailing to care for their elders who are able to
remain in that community.

Most of the services that do exist require an income eligibility.
Chronically ill patlei,1s who require long-term care must spend
down to medicaid eligibility levels. In New York City, we have one
of the largest and most effective home attendant programs for med-
icaid eligible clients anywhere in the country. However the patient
must be able to direct those who give the care, and the progressive
deterioration of the patient prevents them from assuming such re-
sponsibility, unless there is family to provide this supervision.
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Medicaid eligibility_ is currently_K400_for a couple in New York
State; assets cannot exceed $4,200, and $1,500 per person can be
maintained for burial expenses.

At this time, only 17 percent of New York City's elderly are med-
icaid eligible. Therefore, when we try to address the problem of
long-term care, putting sole emphasis on income eligibility, rather
than level of disability is something that must be changed.

Having income above the medicaid eligibility level does not auto-
matically insure one's ability to pay for needed care and services.
Some of the people who testified earlier, Mrs. French particularly,
highlighted that. Most recent data indicates that half of those 65
and over in New York City had incomes under $10,000.

I do not have to tell you about the high costs cited before for pri-
vately purchased assistance. What is important is that our current
system pauperizes spouses, and overburdens adult children who
assume responsibility for their disabled relatives.

We urge action. .1r primary recommendation is that a contin-
uum of social and medical care, including community-based in-
home services, adult day care, respite, and quality institutions with
trained staff, needs to be part of the medicare system. Unfortur*te-
ly, medicare continues to be an insurance program to cover
costs of acute illness. We muse acknowledge and act on the fact
that the elderly who suffer from chronic illnesses need long-term
care services.

Senator Heinz, we are pleased with the legislation you have in-
troduced. But I say to you, frankly, that we have to look beyond
the medicaid-income-eligible population, if what you are proposing
is to be effective for the large number of elderly and their families
in this city and across the Nation.

I urge you to consider the total cost this society pays through
local, State, and Federal resources to provide medicaid and medi-
care funded services. If we look at what is currently paid through
these systems, I think you will find that what we are proposing is
not that much more costly.

In addition to Federal financing of the services required by Alz-
heimer's patients and families, there is no question that we want
to increase support for research. We also support assistance
through the income tax credit, which you had earlier mentioned
was one of three bills being proposed.

Another issue we would like to underscore is that the Federal
Government, while increasing incentives for community-based
home care, must assure that there are an adequate number of
nursing home beds to care for those who must be institutionalized.

Furthermore, the Federal Government should insure that nurs-
ing home,: accept patients with Alzheimer's and related disorders.
Too often, even if medicaid or private funds are available, the Alz-
heimer's patient is shunned by institutions because they feel
unable to manage such patients.

The area that Ms. Mitty spoke of before, of being sure that the
institutions can give quality care and yet having adequate beds and
space in place for such patients, is something to which more atten-
tion must be given.
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I would underscore the-need for increased training of nursing_
home staff and home care aides who can care for people with Ala-
heinier's disease.

As the director of the area agency on aging here in New York
City, I would like to touch on one other issue.

I would like you to include in the reauthorization of the Older
Americans Act new program directions, as well as increased fund-
ing for programs that address the needs of those suffering from
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, and those who are
chronically disabled. Area agencies could become the repository for
information on all diagnostic and service programs for families and
patients of Alzheimer's in their geographic areas.

The area agencies on aging should be, and could he, a first stop
for those who need help and guidance. Perhaps this could be ac-
complished in collaboration with the local associations of ADRDA.
ADRDA is to be commended for the efforts they are 'milking in pro-
viding information, making referrals, and creating support groups.
They need help and funding.

I think the area agencies would be more than willing to work col-
laboratively with these organizations. As we consider some of the
critical informational needs that families have on reimbursement
issues, legal services, and support groups, I think we have the ca-
pacity, with very few dollars, to be able to add that dimension of
assistance through the Older Americans Act.

In conclusion, I would like to reemphasize that we need substan-
tially more Federal funding to support research on the causes,
treatment, and cures of Alzheimer's and related diseases. We need
medicare to help finance long-term care, including home care for
the chronically disabled. We need a coordinated long-term care
system that insures a continuum of care, including in-home and
community-based services.

We need an income tax credit or an allowance to assist families.
We need to be assured that there are sufficient nursing home beds
in each State adequate to care for tt.e Alzheimer's patients, and
ready to accept them. Finally, we need to strengthen the capacity
of area agencies to assist patients and families of Alzheimer's and
related disorders, to serve as a central resource center, to be a
source of counselini and guidance, and to work collaboratively
with those most closely.affected.

It may be quite awhile before science finds answers that will lead
to the cure or prevention of Alzheimer's. Meanwhile, by providing
the vital day-to-day support needed, we can lessen the tragic
impact of this most dreaded disease.

Then, perhaps, the title of today's hearing being "Endless Night,
Endless Mourning: Living with Alzheimer's," can be translated to
"Living With Alzheimer's More Effectively."

Chairman Ham. Thank you very much. A most comprehensive
and extremely thoughtful statement.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Sainer follows:]

PREMIUM> STATIMINT OF tbairr S. SMOCK

I am Janet Sainer, commissioner of the New York City Department for the Aging,
the area agency on aging which acts as an advocate on behalf of our more than 1.3
million elderly 60 years of age and older. Mayor Koch has asked me to thank you
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for holding this hunting_ in New York City, _and giving us an opportunity. to testify__
on a subjectwhich is of deepest concern. Indeed, because we are aware that the inci-
dence of Alzheimer's disease is increasing significantly, we in New York are taking
a step to give recognition to its serious impact on the elderly and their families.
Last spring, the mayor personally asked the department for the aging to convene a
task force of city officials, major medical and social service leaders, and family care--
givers, to plan a citywide Mayoral Conference on Alzheimer's Disease, slated for No-
vember 3, the beginning of National Alzheimer's Month. The goal of this conference
will be to address the most effective ways to reorganize and deliver services to Able
heimer's victims and their families, to sensitize health and social service providers
to the complexity and enormity of this disease, as well as highlight key legislative
and policy issues. Moreover, to augment the efforts of this conference, a resource
directory is being prepared which we hope will serve as a guide to what services are
available and how best to gain access to them.

In holding our conference, we are responding to an increasing need among older
people and those who care for them. Although there are no exact figures on the
numbers of persons who suffer from Alzheimer's disease and similar disorders,
recent reports in "Sci,nce estimate that from 5 to 10 percent of those over 65, or as
many as 2 million Americans are afflicted. Worse, as we conquer or ameliorate
other illnesses which extend the lives of individuals and increase the number of el.
derly, the incidence of A" ' 'mer's disease rises. It is projecte0 that the prevalence
of these illnesses will more than triple in the next 50 years.

Up to now, those who were affected by Alzheimer's disease and those who care for
them have tended to close themselves off to cope silently and with little help, except
for institutions. Until very recently Alzheimer's disease has been viewed as an insti-
tutional rather than a community-based problem. Indeed! an estimated 50 to 60 per-
cent of nursing home patients have some form of dementia.

Some simple arithmetic, however, would indicate that, by the most conservative
estimates, at least a million Alzhelmer's victims are maintained at hone. In New
York City alone there are probably upward of 50,000 persons over 65 living in the
community who are afflicted with Alzheimer's or similar disorders.

I should like to add an urban perspective to these figures. New York City, like
other urban areas throughout the country, has seen significant changes in its elder-
ly population over the past 10 years: It has grown older and it has become increas
ingly live alone. The 75 to 84 year cohort rose 15 percent from 1970, while those 85
and over increased by 37 percent. In addition, the number of elderly living alone
increased by 13.4 percent in the past decade. Clearly, more and more of our aged
are kinless and matelessthey are the very old, the very poor, and usually female.
Moreover, the lives of urban elderly are different from those of their count*
elsewhere. They are apartment dwellers, and many live in communities whichrtaat
undergone enormous change in the past 10 years. Their private doctors are growing
older and are not being replaced by new physicians. Thus, there is often no doctor
who knows them personally and who can recognize the subtle behavior changes that
herald the onset of a deteriorating condition. The neighbors of elderly who live
alone are often casual acquaintances, and younger who also may not be aware of
changes in the older person until some overt act, such as turning on and forgetting
the gas, or letting a tub overflow, occurs, which threatens not only the older person
but his or her neighbors. Our department is only too familiar with calls from the
landlords, neighbors, and the police, asking for help for such elderly.

As for elderly couples, the physical and emotional strain placed on the care-giving
spouse is almost beyond belief. As difficult as it is for children to watch the changes
in an older parent, how much more tragic it is for a spouse to see such deterior
tiers.

Further, although families are available to most of our elderly, they, too, are
npretment dwellers and usually do not have room to care for an older deteriorating
parent.

We are well aware that a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease changes the life of the
entire family for as long as the patient lives. And recent studies indicate that most
families maintain their relatives at home for 4 to 8 years after the diagnosis. Farni
lies are caught in the dilemma of increasing demands and decreasing resources. Pro
gressive deterioration and unpredictability of symptoms force the patient and the
family to adjust continually to new problems and higher levels of impairment.

Until we achieve a major breakthrough in research to prevent the onset of Ale.
heimer's disease and other related disorders, an urgent need exists to develop pro-
grantr and services to assist families who can care for their stricken members and
humnne services for those who hnve no families.
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At present, all too little assistance is available in the community. Moreover, most
of the services that do exist, require income eligibility. Our current system forces
our chronically ill aged who require longterm care onto medicaid. For example, in
New York City, we do provide inhome services under medicaid. But to be eligible
for home-care services, the patient must be able to direct and supervise the home
attendant. The progressive deterioration of these patients prevents them from as-
suming such responsibilities. On the other hand, when there is family to provide
this supervision, the famil y must generally "s_pend down" to medicaid eligibility
which is $6,400 for a couple in New York State. The family must also spend all their
assets down to $4,200, plus $1,500 per person for burial expenses.

At this time only about 17 percent of New York City's elderly are medicaid eligi-
ble. The large majority are not. However, lack of medicaid eligibility does not auto-
matically insure one's ability to pay for needed services and care. Most recent
income data for the city's elderly indicate that half of those 65 and over had in-
comes falling between $4.000 and $10,000. To privately purchase assistance costs ap-
proximately $5 an hour on a part-time basis. Families and individurls rewiring full-
time, aroundthe-clock help, get a bargain rate from $250 to $400 weekly. How many
elderly or their families can support such costs?

Our current system pauperizes he caring spouse and overburdens adult children
who assume responsibility for their disabled relatives.

We, therefore, urge as our primary recommendation, that a continuum of social
and medical carewhich includes community-based in-home services, adult day
care and respite, and architecturally designed institutions with trained staff to take
into account family and patient needsbe financed under medicare.

Medicare continues tote an insurance program to cover the costs of acute illness.
We must acknowledge that the elderly suffer from chronic illnesses and need cov-
ered long-term care services. I recognize that this may be an inopportune time to
suggest that medicare must cover more services when Congress is faced with short-
falls in the medicare trust funds. But I would urge you to consider the total cost this
society pays through local, State, and Federal taxes to provide medicaid and medi-
care services. When you do not provide long-term care under medicare, you pay for
increased lengths of stay in hospitals, or you send patients to more costly nursing
homes who could be cared for at home. I suspect, emit admit I have no documenta-
tion, that the families caring for Alzheimer's patients experience higher incidence of
physical and emotional illness. This too, adds to our national health care bill.

In addition to Federal financing of the services required by Alzheimer's patients
and families, the Federal Government must increase its support both for basic re-
search into the causes and cures of Alzheimer's and related disorders, and for dem-
onstration programs directed to alternative living and service arrangements for pa-
tients who require custodial care and supervision of their person and property in
order to be maintained at home as long as possible. For such persons, particularly if
they can be housed in close proximity to each other, a grant to a single agency to
care for a number of AIzheirner's victims, including supervision and trainin: of
home attendants, group shopping, and meal preparation for all clients might prove
both cost-effective and humane. New York State's enriAed housing program pro-
vides some of these services for the frail elderly. Might we not look at the applicabil-
ity of the same concept to illnesses like Alzheimer's? In addition, Federal funds
should be made available to renovate existing nursing homes to permit them to care
for Alzheitile es patients.

When, however, families can and do assume the burden of care for elderly dis-
abled relatives either by taking them into their homes or by paying their bills, we
strongly support assistance to them through the mechanisms of income tax credit or
an allowance in the case of lower income families who do not pay much in taxes and
for whom the fiscal burden is greater.

The Federal Government, while increasing the incentives for community-based
home care, must simultaneously insure that there are an adequate number of nurs-
ing home beds to care for those who must be institutionalized. Further, the Federal
Government must insure that nursing homes accept patients with Alzheimer's and
related disorders, Too often, even if medicaid or even private funds are available,
the Alzheimer's and dementia patient is shunned by institutions who feel unable to
manage such patients. In this regard, we would also like to see increased training of
nursing home and home care staffs who care for Alzheimer's patients. An informal
survey conducted by the department for the aging of ',cne 60 nursing homes in New
York City found only eight had specific training programs on Alzheimer's disease
for staff and special care regimens for Alzheimer's victims. The majority of nursing
homes arc not adequately prepared for the complex task of providing quality cant
for an Alzheimer's victim.
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As the director of an area agency on aging, I would also urge you to include in the
reauthorization of the Older Americans Act new program directions, as well as in-
creased funding for these programs. The area agencies should become the repository
for information on all diagnostic and service programs for families and patients of
Alzheimer's and related disorders for their geographic areas. It should be the "first
stop" to (Erect people for help. The area agencies should also be funded to assist
existing support groups, or provide seed moneys where no such groups exist. Fami-
lies cannot cope alone with caring for these patients. They need strength and under-
standing from persons who are sharing the same burdens. The Older Americans Act
legal services programs should be expanded to provide *Metal= with the legal
problems families and agencies face with managing the affairs of Abdiehner's pa-
tients.

In conclusion, I would reemphasize that:
We need substantially more Federal funding to support research into the causes,

treatment, and cures of Alzheimer's and related disease.
Weaseil medicare Minane longterm care, including home care for the chron-

ically disabled.
We need a coordinated longterm care ni tliat will insure a continuum of care

width incliides iii beans and commiuity services Ana ihme community serv-
ices should include alternate living and service arrangements, airwell as respite and
adult day care.

We need income tax credit or an allowance to assist bunnies who care for rela-
tives at home.

We need a Federal requirinent that federally supported nursing homes accept de-
mentia patients, and we need to insure that there are sufficient nursing home beds
in each State in architecturally appropriate and adequately staffed institutions for
patients with dementia and related diseas.os.

We need to increase the training of nursing and home-care staff who care for Alz-
heimer's disease patients.

Finally, we need to strengthen the role of area agencies to serve patients and fam-
ilies with Alzheimer's and related disorders when the Older Americana Act is
reauthorized by funding area agencies-to establishirrepositc_rrof-information on
diagnostic and social services in their geographical areas for AlzWinier's patients, to
strengthen and establish self-help groups, and increase legal services to patients and
families.

It may be quite awhile before science finds answers that will lead to cure er pre.
vention of Alzheimer's disease and related disorders. Meanwhile, it is urgent that
we address the very real, very immediate needs of both the Abdiehner's patients
and those who care for themall victims of these &mew perbsigis providing
the vital datto-day support needed we can lessen the tragic impact of this most
dreaded of diseases.

Chairman HEINZ. It is now my pleasure to turn to Dr. Butler,
who, at the young age that he did, retired from Washington, D.C.,
to greener pastures.

Dr. BuTtszt. I would like to submit my testimony for the record,
if I might. I would like to focus upon research.
CLAIM= HEINZ. Without objection. I

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT N. BUTLER, BROOKDALE PROFES-
SOR OP GERIATRICS AND ADULT DEVELOPMENT, MOUNT SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Dr. BUTLER. I will argue that the ultimate cost containment and
ultimate service will be to bring to an end this affliction of Alz-
heimer's disease.

Further, while we certainly cannot say that a solution is around
the corner, there are enough exciting leads to make it reasonable,
sensible, and prudent for us to expand the suppo t of research. I
could not help but reminisce, particularlf Senator, ince you re-
ferred to my coming from the National Inbatute on Aging, to the

I See page St
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beginnings of the Institute. I did a hand count of the number of
grants involved in Alzheimer's. This is 1975. It is extraordinary there '

were only 12, totaling about $600,000.
So, although we have a long way to go, we now have $22 million

in support of research on Alzheimer's disease. At that time, we
identified senile dementia of the Alzheimer's type as a major na-
tional priority. I commend your thought of reinvigoration of a task
force within the National Institutes of Health. NIA did develop an
initiative and won an internal competition for the establishment of
a specific effort to identify Alzheimer's disease as a major priority
of the NIA, Neurology and Mental Health Institutes. That initia-
tiye should continue.

The reaction of the public to the identification of Althenner'irdis-
ease as a or priority was absolutely astounding. The number ofmaj
telephone-calls, messagesrcontacts,-from-the-media-and-the-public
were unbelievable and expresses profoundly the extent of concern
among Americans in regard to this disease.

Several times this morning, there has been uncertainty about
how many individuals suffer from Alzheimer's. That is because we
have not had an adequate research base upon which to depend.
The National Institute on Aging, and Neurological and Mental
Health Institutes are supporting a series of population-based stud-
ies that will help us to know better the incidence and prevalence of
that affliction.

We have had to extrapolate from data derived from Sweden, the
United Kingdom, and from very old studies conducted in Syracuse,
N.Y., and elsewhere.

My estimate is that about 15 percent of people over 65, about 4
million people, suffer from some degree of this disease.

Senator PRESSLER. Your estimation?
Dr. Burma. Fiftinn percent. About half, as we learned this

morning, `n nursing homes suffer from this disease. Given the fact
there are now more patients in nursing homes than there are in
hospitals, we are talking about an extraordinary national problem
with great personal and social cost.

In focusing upon research, I will be very brief and discuss five
major areas of study.

One relates to neurotransmitttrz. Those are chemical messengers
that convey information from one nerve cell to another, for exam-
ple,. memory. A brain definition, acetylcholine, a very important
chemical, is the basis of one of the most attractive and interesting
hypotheses available to us. Work at Einstein, Hopkins, Mount
Sinai, and elsewhere, has been directed to trying to identify the
nature of the deficit.

In my Washington days, I tried to make contact with our mili-
tary chemical warfare, because they do work in neurotransmission.
I have wondered, and perhaps you could help in this regard, how
we might find out if there is unclassifiable information related to
neurotransmission in this affliction.

An interesting finding of Dr. Kenneth Davis concerns a medica-
tion known since 1895. Physostigmine can provide a brief re- site
from the condition, very brief, but it is an important lead.
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How might we be able to find a similar chemical which does not
have the adverse side effects of physostigmine, but has a longer
positive effect? That demonstrates a little bit the importance of fur
ther investigations into central nervous system neurotransmission.

The second lead is the topic of aluminum. I do not think any re-
sponsible person in the study of Alzheimer's disease is prepared to
tell people to give up antacids, or antiperspirant, or put away alu-
minum potd and pans. We know that examination of bauxite work-
ers, and others, involved in the extraction and production of alumi-
num do not have a higher incidence of Alzheimer's.

Once the primary lesion of Alzheimer's is established, however,
-it appears--that aluminum concentrations -do -increase: Gould -it-be
that the removal of aluminum might have a beneficial effect?
Qviliitatiliatnatutejeallingiutsumething.aboutible.underly-
ing condition by virtue of the superimposed effect of aluminum?

Third, genetics. We have known for a long time that there are
familial forms of Alzheimer's. Therefore, we also want to under-
stand the late-in-life penetrance of this genetic disorder.

We know from the examination of people by Heston, of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, that there is a higher than expected associ-
ation between Alzheimer's and Down's syndrome. Also, of individ-
uals who are suffering from various types of blood cancer.

That, in turn, suggests the possibility of a chromosomal abnor
mality, which may not be genetic but congenital. It also suggests a
possible roleof-the immune-systemrfor-examplerthe-broad-catego-
ry of autoimmune diseases based upon the curious fact we may
become allergic to our own body proteins. This is a major lead we
must investigate.

Finally, the remarkable topic of slow 'viruses. Some years back,
_ one of our Nation's most distinguished scientists, a Nobel Prize

winner from the National Institutes of Health, found that a degen-
erative disease affecting the cerebellum was due to a slow virus.

I would bring to your attention a paper that summarizes this and
brings it to your attention.

While we may not have the cure, it does not mean the disease is
not treatable. Some of the earlier speakers, not meaning to say this
implied that there is no treatment possibility. There is much that
can be done to maintain the appropriate stimulation level within
the environment, to not overstress the individual, to make sure nu-
tritional status is proper, and to continually maintain orientation
and motivation of the person.

In terms of reimbursement, and the necessary reimbursement
revolution that has been proposed here earlier, I think we have to
recognize the possibilities of treatment. There is so much we can
do. If we assume otherwise, we are failing to point out that there
are many, many diseases which are not curable, including diabetes
and yet reimbursement is provided.

Did Moses bring down &cm the mountain a special set of reim-
bursement to remain on the tablet forever? We must reexamine
and renegotiate the reimbursement system as it bears on a variety
of diseases particularly, as Dr. Libow points out, to bring it into
conformity with the demographic resolution.

I See appendix.
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It was my pleasure recently, upon the request of a congressional
committee, to call for a doubling of the amount of funds available
for Alzheimer's disease.

I was pleased, Senator Pressler, to hear that you, Senator Heinz,
and Senator D'Amato appear to agree. I regard the call for a dou-
bling of research funding as a conservative suggestion, an appropri-
ately conservative suggestion.

I think it would be foolish and counterproductive to the develop-
ment of the field, to throw money at the problem, We do have
properly trained neuroscientists. There are people who can use the
money wisely. We do have exciting ideas as I have endeavored to
describe.--

We would not be purchasing a will-o'-the-wisp activity by di-4 -2--
bling research resources.

Thai e bbrieivfatfdtroforcominrout-of-the -already-existing
efforts of the National Institutes of Health. Funds should be used
for the development of a network of centers for Alzheimer's disease
throughout the country.

You have to have stable funding. The example of slow virus,
makes clear the problem of the usual 3-year funding cycle. You
have to provide stable funding that will attract outstanding scien-
tists.

There are efforts at developing teaching nursing homes; there
are grants available for teaching nursing homes that would help
provide educational opportunities for RN.!s, M.D.'s, and research-
ers. We must pursue new farms' of diagnoses. 'There are reversible ---
conditions. We must recognize them directly, and properly diagnose
and treat them, or we sentence people to an apparent irreversible
senility that might be reversible.

We need to seek a simple clinical test. That is one of the several
priorities we have.

Between 1946 and 1964, the United States developed the most
wondrous and largest generation in American history, the baby
boom. We cannot wait until the first baby boomer turns gray in the
year 2011, to declare war on senility, or to produce an adequately
trained cadre of geriatricians and geriatric nurse practitioners.

We have to make decisions well in advance. You cannot solve the
problem of senility overnight.

In 1935, a March of .Dimes was started. In 1961, less than 30
years later, the last polio epidemic occurred, the last thump-thump
of iron lungs each spring.

I submit that senility could fall the way polio did, if we invest
now, and I would submit that research would be the ultimate cost
containment and the ultimate service. We do not have polio any-
more. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr.. Butler follows:]

PREPAROD STATEMENT or Da. ROM? N. DMZ*

I am pleased to participate in the hearing "Endless Night, Endless Mourning
Living With Alzheimer's."

As you may know, at the occasion of my bein% called upon to be the first and
founding Director of the National Institute on Aging, I personally cataloged and ex
amined the research grants directed to the understanding and treatment of Alz-
heimer's disease then supported by any of the Institute* of Health, [NM and Alcove
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hol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (ADAMIIA). There were only
12 research projects operative in 1975. This was extraordinarily disconcerting to me
personally and professionally. The problentof Alzheimer's disease is massive and ac-
counts for extraordinary fear and turmoil in many older persons and families, as
well as costs an enormous amount of money for care in hospitals, and particularly
nursing homes. I highlighted Alzheimer's disease and related disorders as one of the
several premier priorities of the evolving National Institute on Aging. I also collab-
orated actively with the other Institutes. The National Institute on Aging was the
key sponsor in creating the Health and Human Services Department-wide initiative
in Alzheimer's disease. With the Director of the National Institute of Neurological
Communicative Disorders and Stroke, we helped support the beginnings of the Al
heimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association.

Since that time there has been considerable progress in research directed at un-
raveling the mystery surrounding the cause and treatment of Alzheimer's disease.
However, progrus remains limited and the investments in dollars from_botliAlie
pnva indeed given the extraordinary economic and
personal impact of this disease.

I have been asked rtacusparticularly today upon the state of research
ray tten tcaikosof forlWrecord. I would alsicrCett

make available to you a of a s pramt research progress which was
published in the TWA Ara mim=e, November 1982.1 I offer it because it
was written in nontechnical language for public understanding. It was written with
Marian Emr of the National Institute of -'11 information office.

There are several important sets of find which yield insight into the cause or
causes of Alzheimer's disease. First and foremost, there are the data that relate to
neurotransmission, Recifically the system of transmitting information or nerve sig.
Mlle by the cholinergic system. Acetylcholine is the principal chemical. Its dezetlelon
or more accurately, the depletion of involved in the creation and
tion of acetylcholine has been estabr . Further, there are data showing destruc-
tion of the nucleus basal; of Meynert which is an important component of the cho-
Mel* sYstern. Drs. Peter Davies of Albert Einstein, Coyle, Price and Whitehouse
of the Johan Hopdns, and Kenneth Davis of Mounti3inaLareamong_outstanding

coneribited to the increasingly impressive b! of evidence
suggesting that a deficit in the cholinergic system is critical in Alzheimer's disease.
So far, however, there have not been therapeutic breakthroughs although the Ken-
neth Davis work suggests that physostigmine (which is known to reduce the destruc-
tion of acetylcholine) does have relatively brief therapeutic effects. I have wondered
if there might not be information available through our military chemical warfare
that would suggest other chemicals. that would have similar effects to
but would last -longer and cause fewer side effects. I do not mean to
this suggestion but it could be that contact made at the highest levels could deter-
mine if there might be some appropriately unclassified information that would bear
upon neurotransmission in this disorder.

It is certainly likely that neurochemical, ft:notional, and structural elements in
the central nervous system other than the cholinergic system participate in the
pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease.

There is enough information to justify major attention being directed to support
research and research training in the neurosciences directed toward aging and to
exploit these important leads.

Some members of the public have become uneasy over reports of the role of alu-
minum in Alzheimer's disease. There is no reason at this time to atop using alumi-
num utensils, antacids, or antiperspirants. Aluminum is the third most common ele-
ment in the universe, following oxygen and silicon. There is no evidence to suggest
that industrial workers involved with aluminum extraction or production have a
higher incidence of Alzheimer's disease. Nonetheless, there is some suggestion for a
secondary role in Alzheimer's disease. Putting it simply, there may be an increased
deposition of aluminum in lesions created by the disease process. It is unclear that
reducing the opportunity for such deposition or efforts at removal of aluminum de-
posits would have any therapeutic benefit, but It is important work that must pro-
ceed. Drs. Donald CrappercLachlan and Daniel Perl are among those whose
work has contributed to our understanding of aluminum concentrations and effects
in the central nervous system.

It has been known for many years that a familial form of Alzheimer's disease
occurs; det is, some families unfortunately have a high genetically determined oc-
currence of the condition. It has been estimated that the presence of a family histo-

I See appendix.
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Ty of Alzheimer's doubles one's chance of developing the condition if one lives long
enough. The gene is expressed with greater age. There are epideinioloecal studies
(for example, by Heston of the University of Minnesota) that show a higher than
would be expected association of Alzheimer's disease with Downs syndrome and
with a variety of blood cancers. Such findings encodrage us to chromosomal abnor-
malities and immunological phenomena. There had been reports of antibrain anti-
bodies in Alzheimer's studies.

Other prominent theories that have received attention relate to slow acting or un-
conventional viruses which have been shown to play a role in other central nervous
system diseases.

There has been a recent suggestion that an antagonist of ophim _called naloxone
may improve memory function in patients suffering from AlzMimer's disease. It is
known that opiate drugs can create forgetfulness in studies of laboratory animals,
and further that opiate antagonists, can reduce the adverse effects in animals.

Solar-I-havediscuseed.bicenedicaLresearchin.Akkeimeea_disease,..Lwould,like to
turn now to behavioral research, helpful to both the individual and to the faintly.
We know that behavioral techniques, orientation procedures, and motivation incen-
tives-all-help-tainaintain-Euid. intellectualtapacities_of.patients_auff
from this disease, even though they cannot reverse the underlying condition. This is
an extraordinarily important point because although Alzheis disease remains
incurable, it is not untreatable. This was true even before sl bi ticated behavioral
research was introduced. The phenomenological, descriptive observation of psychia-
trists, neurologists, psychologists, and others have made clear that much can be
done to help patients suffering from this and other serious brain diseases.

This has implications fa- health policy, specifically reimbursement. There are
many diseases that are not curable but are treatable and third-party
ing medicare do reimburse for such treatment. The victims of families with Alz-
heimer's disease have not enjoyed such an advantage. Thus, it is important to recon-
sider this distinction between curability and treatebility. Much can be done to help
Alzheimer's victims, which emphasizes the importance of behavioral as well as bio-
medical research.

lt- is -also-essential- to -direct-attention -to -health -services-researchr opecifically-the
development of comprehensive sophisticated methods of assessment as well as envi-
ronment supports. Some nursing homes, proprietary and otherwise, are beginning to
develop special units for Alzheimer's disease which obviously can be of great help to
families. With the introduction of major interventions of this type (which will ulti-
mately cost a great deal of money through reimbursement). it is critical that con-
trolled clinical trials of effectiveness be undertaken.

We all hope, of course, that a specific and simple chemical indicator of this die-
ease or set of diseases will be discovered soon. Up to now gnosis is made by exclu-
sion, a necessary exclusion because there are conditions which are reversible and
effectively treatable. It is essential that we develop a simple diagnosis, because un-
ihrtunately, rt times, the condition of Alzheimer's disease is overdiagnosed; for ex-
ample, by misinterpreting brain atrophy as a result of computerized axial tomog-
raphy and thereby frightening the patient and family unnecessarily. Research in as-
sesement is of great importance.

American families remain the No 1 caretaker of their older family members in-
chiding thole &at are impaired, for example, by Alzheimer's disease. European ex-
perience suggests that when respite for the family_is available, it is possible to
maintain the impaired person at home even longer. Thus another important part of
health services research would include the evaluation of respite activities.

Research is a slow process. Commonly, however, information gained may have
great clinical effectiveness even though we may not fully understand the cause of
the disease in question. One need only list some of the most commonly used medica-
tions, from aspirin to penicillin, to realize that they may have useful effects upon
diseases we do not fully understand. Moreover. we do not fully understand the mode
of action of many pharmacological agents.

Were we able to enhance memory by even 10 percent in cases of Alzheimer's
ease we would save society an enormous amount of money. It is memory and other
intellectual functions that make it possible for us to remain in our own home. Our
mind is our most critical means of personal adaptation. That is how we remember
to take medications, eat properly, not leave the stove on, among other things.

I am personally and professionally grateful for hearings of this type because it
helps to identify in a forthright manner the importance of a disease that has such
devastating consequences.

Alzheimer's disease is the most common form of senility and it helps create a neg-
ative imagery about old age and frightens all of us who would grow older.
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Clearly we must move rapidly to better understand and treat Alzheimer's disease.
The post World War II "baby boomers" constitute the largest generation in U.S. his-
tory. If we do not understand and are not better able to treat senility by the time
that wondrous generation begins to grow old after 2011, we face an even more ex-
traordinary increase in the numbers of individuals in hospitals and nursing homes
than is the case today. It would give further force to the statement of the distin-

turyguished
scientist Lewis Thomas that Alzheimer's disease is "the disease of the con-

."

Chairman Mom. I do not know how Sam feels about following
that, but we turn the floor over to him.

Mr. SAWN. We at the Brookdale Center on Aging at Hunter Col-
lege have worked with Dr. Butler. I can only say it is good to know
that he is here to make the kind of presentation which he has
made. The-note of optimism that- he-has-sounded-is- one-with-which
Dr. Dobrof and I would like to associate ourselves.

In exelY...ntesentation_sithick.30-made-mx..the_subject-otheal
care, we are aware of the importance of the question: "How will it
be paid for?" We are not unmindful of costs. We do not suggest
that Government take sole responsibility for the provision of
health care for older Americans. We believe that a partnership be-
tween family, community, government, voluntary agencies, and the
private sector is necessary.

We are eager to participate with you in designaig methods and
services which result in efficient, economical health care systems;
keeping in mind however, that services coot money and increased
services will be required in the nature.

Chairman HEINZ. If anytody in the audience findassit_a_way-to____
provide services for fiTe,let us know.

Mr. SADIN. That promise is often made, that costs will be cut and
that services will be increased and improved. It is difficult to see
how this can be done.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to read all of
my prepared statement. It will on take a few minutes.

Chairman Harm Please prom Mr. Sadin.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL SADIN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE ON LAW
AND RIGHTS OF OLDER ADULTS, BROOKDALE CENTER ON
AGING, HUNTER COLLEGE, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. SAWN. My name Is Sam Sadin and I am testifying on behalf

of Rose Dobrof, director of the Brookdale Center on Aging of
Hunter College and myself. I am director of the Center's Institute
on Law and Rights of Older Adults.

As a preface to our testimony, we want to congratulate you, Sen-
ator Heinz, and your colleagues on the committee, for the leader-
ship you are taking in bringing the tragedy of Alzheimer'o disease
to public attention. We congratulate you also on your selection of
Jewish Home and Hospital as the site for these hearings. This
home is one of Hunter College's most valued clinical training cen-
ters for our social work, nursing, and other health professions stu-
dents and we are proud to call hilitch Waife and Leslie Libow both
colleagues and friends.

We want to make one other prefatory comment: In both the
Senate and the House there have been occasions when questions
were raised about the appropriateness and efficiency of having
committees on aging. We remember several years ago receiving a
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letter from then Senator Ad lei Stevenson, explaining why he be-
lieved that the committee that you now chair Senator Heinz, was
not necessary. We, in concert with others, protested against the
plan which would have abolished this committee. We argued that
such a committee was an essential vehicle for bringing to the at-
tention of the Congress, the executive branch of Government, and
the general public, the situation of older people and the problems
they face. I would suggest that today's hearing is a precise illustra-
tion of our point, and represents the Senate committee system at
its best.

Now to the subject of Alzheimer's disease. We do not have the
_expertise_nor_does_the_committekhave_the .time for us to make a

comprehensive statement. We have, therefore, selected a few as-
pects of the problem for discussion. First, we believe that Alz-
heimer's disease is an unmitigated tragedy which is a blight on the
life of the victim and equally on relatives and friends who must
bear witness to the inexorable progress of the disease and who
must care for and care about the person their loved one has
become. The tragedy is inescapable and Government policies and
programs cannot change that fact. But we have today a situation in
which public policy not only does not help, but indeed, its conse-
quences are to add to the pain and sorrow families and old people
experience. Daily we see spouses, children, and other relatives
trying to do what is right and what is best, but unable to find their
way to the services they need or if the path is clear, the service
may not be there or it tray not be available; blOitThW of -eligibility-
requirements and other regulations.

It simply is the case that medicare, designed as a program to so.
cialize the cost of short term, acute episodes of illness, does not
cover chronic, irreversible, progressive conditions like Alzheimer's.
Long-term custodial care is not covered either by medicare or by
private insurance plans; only medicaid covers this kind of care. As
a consequence, we are seeing the tragedy of aged couples or widows
being pauperized by this illness. We are seeing pauperization as the
price of medicaid eligibility; the term "spend-down" may sound
better, but make no mistakewhat we are talking about is pauper-
ization in old age, of hard-working American citizens.

And even if the Alzheimer's patient achieves medicaid eligibility,
that eligibility is no guarantee of service delivery. Placement in a
long-term care facility sometimes becomes necessar=y, but nursing
homes are often reluctant to accept Alzheimer's patients. Such pa-
tients are frequently "heavy-duty" cases, requiring substantial
hours of nursing care. Most homes for quite understandable rea-
sons, want a mix of patients, a balance between the intact and the
impaired, between heavy -duty and minimal-care patients. The Alz-
heimer's patient for whom placement is the appropriate decision
may languish in an expensive acute treatment hospital bed. Or, she
may be at home with family members trying desperately to provide
the care that is needed and still carry their other family and work
responsibilities. And many families are faced with the painf..I ne-
cessity to accept placement in a home not of the quality they want
for their beloved relative, or in a location which makes frequent
and regular visits difficult, at best.
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We are not suggesting that the Government should take over all
the responsibility, either for the provision of care or for its financ-
ing. We believe that a partnership between the family, voluntary
agencies and neighborhood organizations, and government is neces-
sary. Nor are we unmindful of fiscal constraints. We believe, how-
ever, that the increasing numbers of Americans who are living to
be very old means that the number of Alzheimer's sufferers is
likely to increase in the coming decades and, ierefore, costs are
likely to increase also. But we also believe that .he systems of care
could be rationalized, that the separation between medicare and
medicaid bridged in some way, so that eligibility for long term and
custodial care no longer be income tested. Moreover, we believe
that-even_a.modest -increase -in-funding-for-preventive-services
could reduce both the human suffering and the budget expendi-
tures which result from undiagnosed and untreated jigal_th_prolx_
ems.
You entitled this hearing "Endless Night, Endless Mourning:

Living with Alzheimer's." We have said that we believe that the
darkness and the grief are inevitable, but they should not be made
deeper by the absence of a coherent and humane policy, or by sys-
tems that cannot respond to the calls for help from Alzheimer's pa-
tients and their families.

Both Professor Dobrof and I thank you for this opportunity to
testify.

With your permission, I would like to comment on two matters
which have been mentioned in earlier testimony today.

'---- We`urge the committee to e`xaniine provisiTns
under title XVIII, parts A and B for the purpose of including custo-
dial care at home or in an institution without the need for skilled
care as a precondition and that home care be defined to include
personal care aides and home attendants.

Long-term custodial care should be included as a benefit to be re-
imbursed under medicare without the skilled care and homebound
provisions.

The principle of long-term custodial care ought to be included as
an essential part of the medical program.

Chairman HEINZ. You have touched on the subject which you are
going to become more involved in after this hearing. That is, you
and Mr. Strauss.

Mr. SADIN. Our experience has shown us that there is a wide-
spread need for long-term care under medicare.

Chairman HEINZ. You are really on lie hook and are getting in
deeper.

Mr. SADIN. However, the Health Care Financing Administration,
though, during the course of the last year, reduced the number of
hours available for the average medicare home-care patient, as
little as that was. We believe that this was done without the statu-
tory authority.

We believe that the current interpretations of reimbursement for
home care is more restrictive than is provided for in the statute
and the regulations and does not necessarily result in cost savings.

I would suggest that the legislation which Trish Neuman sent to
us, S. 1301 and S. 1614, should be more widely known. It does not
appear that these bills are being given adequate consideration.
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Finally, the matter of spousal impoverishment is crucial for
many families.

Chairman HEINZ. I think that was a point powerfully made earli-
er.

Mr. SADni. Between inflation and long-term illness, many fami-
lies are going to be impoverished after having worked a lifetime
and saved a modest amount of money for their old age.

It would not seem to be in the national interest for us to impov-
erish such families. Perhaps a method can be found by which the
spouse remaining at home does not become impoverished or that
the rate of impoverishment be slowed.

The reimbursement revolution which Dr. Butler referred to is on
the way: 'I' -think the question is-how-will-it-occurAt-is-going-
come. It will either result in sharp reductions, denial of care, great-
er costs, or it will be guided by_a_rationaLsystem_wheteit_can_be
possible for a committee like yours to introduce a semblance of
order into what is now a disordered, fragmented, and anarchistic
system.

Medical technology is developing at a rapid rate. We pay for it in
our health care bill one way or another.

This will result in more people living longer, and that will result,
unless we reach a medical cure, in more Alzheimer patients and
more chronic illness, and more need for custodial care.

We have to look at that realistically and say that a civilized
nation cannot afford, either in terms of its conscience or dollars, to
deny the last .years of health.care_which are undoubted) going to
be required as we get older.

Many of us here are eager to help you with our time and our
organizations.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.
Chairman HEINZ. I will yield to Senator Pressler who is pressed

for time. I want to take 30 seconds to summarize what I think you
have said, or one thing many of you touched on.

What we have learned so far is that it is literally better, if you
are predestined to become an Alzheimer's patient, it is better to be
very rich or very poor, but do not be a member of the group in be-
tween.

Mr. SADIN. Even if you are poor, it is very tough.
Chairman HEINZ. Second, we have learned that it is better to

have cancer than Alzheimer's, because we take care of you if you
have cancer. That is an acute illness.

Third, for heaven's sake, either do not ever get married or, I
mean this with obviously a total ironic sense, have the good for-
tune of having your spouse die before you, because if you do not,
she will end up being impoverished.

Those are not exactly three of the best pieces of news to be faced
with if you are faced with the reality of becoming an Alzheimer's
patient and being afflicted with that disease.

I think it should summarize for our colleagues exactly how con-
fused our present health care system is. It reflects a confused par-
entage, growing up over the years.

It also, I think, lends great credence to what Dr. Butler was
saying a few minutes ago. I have more questions about that, but I
will yield to Larry.
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Senator Museum I apologize for having to leave. This panel has
given a stunning performance, in my opinion.

I think what you have said we can use before the Appropriations
Committee, the Finance Committee, and the Aging Committee. I do
have a question. The point is, In the Senate we have always hesi-
tated to earmark funds for the National Institute on Aging.

for eimer's research.
Last I suggested we earmark an increasing amount of funds

Some people say that you put handcuffs on us if you do that.
Where should we leave this decision? With the Federal budget

being the size it is, we have to categorize things that we have to
work on. Do we increase the overall funding for the National Insti-
ute-andletthenrmake-theirprofeselonalju is

Will they make the correct professional j _ is if we do not
_emnsirk_ Thewhole_bugnacoLearmarking_finulafor_research.fas--___
cinates me. I had a debate on this on the issue of earmarking with
the Senator from New Mexico. He opposed and I supported.

How do we resolve that?
Dr. BUTLER. It is difficult. I have been associated with NIH since

1955, off and on. NTH is the creation of Congress and is interested
in the directives of Congress. Part of the problem is that when you
say that x amount of money should be allocated for disease x, it is
often the case that the year before Congress suggested allocations
for other diseases. Other groups that suffer greatly, say, from Lou
Gehrig's, disease may have pushed for a previous congressional ap-

_Prepriation_to, Learmark_thexaon "
it becomes extraordinarily difficult. I wanted to have our scien-

tists know more about how drugs work in the aging body. While
NIA Director I almost made the mistake of earmarking a certain
amount of money under a request for projects for studies in phar-
macology.

I am glad that-I did not. The proposals that came in were so poor
that had I been obligated to spend x amount of money, I would not
have been responsibly using the taxpayers' money.

We need an intermediate ground, with language that expresses
clearly, how you wish money to be spent, that you urge something
but do not require it, because it may turn out to be a wasteful use
of money.

I have left to last the most important aspect, the need to add
money. We have now identified Alzheimer's .aft as the No. 4 or
5 cause of death. We have seen that it has enormous economic re-
percussions on our society. We see that the amounts of money de-
voted to its understanding are infinitesimal compared to many
other diseases that are far less common.

Senator Pusan. Thank you.
Chairman Hiram. May I ask that you all express your gratitude,

as I have, to Senator Pressler.
Bob, you have urged that the Congress add roughly $22 million

more or more than 242 million. Add that to the NIH budget.
Dr. Buys. Yes.
Chairman Hamm For Alzheimer's. As I think you heard me say

at the press conference, it seems to me that there also needs to be
more than just money added to the Alzheimer's research effort. I
was fortunate, at about the same time you started at NIH, to be
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involved in Paul Rogers' House Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment, to be involved with the awakening effort on diabetes.

Would you feel that the composition, the creation of a task force
along the lines of that diabetes task force would be appropriate? If
so, who should lead it? What should be done to stimulate the orga-
nization through money as well as leadership?

Dr. BUTLER. I think your concept of a task force is a good one. I
do not think I am self-serving to suggest that the present Director
of the National Institute on Aging be the key leader in the task
force.

Chairman HEINZ. Not self-serving any more.
Dr. BUTLER. Exactly. I feel that it is a disease of aging. It is the

resTpoiisiliilitY IlieThIlitioES-rnititht4ronAgigg to--be-concerned-
with the many debilities that afflict older persons.

It-did-take-historic-leadership-for-the-identification.of-thedisease______
as a national priority. It was my contentionthat I presented some
months ago before the House committeethat the NIA alone
should not receive funding, but the Mental Health and Neurology
Institutes and Allergy and Infectious Disease Institute, because of
the slow virus theory.

Alzheimer's disease is potentially a multicausal illness.
Chairman HEINZ. I would agree. That is why I asked as between

NIA and NIH.
Dr. Bunn& As you know, the National Institute of Mental

Health is part of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Ad-
ministration, I think work on Alzheimer's_should be_a_collectime. _

effort. I think there should be a chairpersonship. I think we should
keep watching the literature and research, and that while there
should be some healthy competition among the institutes, they
should collaborate as well.

Chairman HEINZ. Are you too young to remember the heart,
cancer, and stroke program, which became the AMP program, for
reasons I do not understand. Is that a good model?

Dr. Burma. If 1 do remember correctly, that concerned communi-
ty and other services, and it was not only research.

Chairman HEINZ. It was partly, as I understand it, and I was not
in public service at the time, to try and mobilize the medical pro-
fession to use the findings and advances with respect to those dis-
eases.

Dr. &MEE. Yes. There may be other models. Perhaps, there are
more useful models in research.

If you were thinking of broadening an Alzheimer's disease initia-
tive to include services and education, you might want to move
along an NIH direction. If you are talking only about research con-
tributions, the model might more appropriately be the Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences and the impact of environment
health hazards.

The diabetes task force, the transNIH nutrition and genetics ef-
forts have worked reasonably well.

There are pretty effective policy approaches used at NIH and
NIA that have led to results that have been effective.

Chairman HEINZ I thank you for your comments, Commissioner
Seiner. Thank you for pointing out very clearly some of the diffi-
culties we have with our system.
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Mr. Sadin, I will thank you now for things that you will do in
the future as well as what you have done.

I thank you all very much.
I commend all of our witnesses.
I think it has been an excellent session.
(Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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When 'Would yos Lice to Noe Hee our .
Woo called to Ted kom mode the : He be

sae *oh yoe
irtn: heseit ! .1-,Swadopenthedowookhedeprotted iu SaraM.,

cilia/oath:41w She wassenall to oak". I

kmade Tedheopg to howler arount ' a nameless,had. oath an mtednent end nutehhd face I ,..

*kb Ted was WNW Ile &WI ox her. 1 m.nartielikite
Eventually she collapsed to the polled , &

lbw walked slowly around the tabk at

underneath the talk *oh a ogh. Ted hid

emecnertothetabk. Hewashalfway Imo
stopped the sled gone ape. and Ladle ! howl fmm
the pine. and the cods looked of Mk. I
ton None were mithbood.

When lame muse mar Wm be peed deep wi
theme:of &deck he washoldredownwe I

*theoe'eetbuhf
outdating a sydabk that sounded like li him.
to hobo, She looked m hen

Hu recd.:eked puested Ile maseardully

'What agar **asked.
Vethe....'hesent.

TM pane:sear'lye
lk threw bo head back

,
mg; a sudden

ork and forced a snail both. Ouch to her
seemed comPlelebrnowdletured

What. thee she asked. leaning over
hen.'Ho you want membette your

Hepulledthecards lentecandheldthan
pressedapeothut Rome&

Vaal rupluadught:shesod manor
toyed vaou'l +impel Wow"

Shestrogiumadupandclughthamilin
her anger Don't lose your composure, she
told herself Ste wain% mooed, themen
posed type. She tent from high to low as
most with Unmorally elan adolescent. it
was her natum She had been an &glob
inane ate toter. amacted to thong other
trey pastonl and wawa beaux she
nasal toWontworthandthe LakeCoun-
trY et Eattland.nheltsheadalwayshoped
so 11284. but which Roos 110.: she reeked.
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summlung she *mkt noel me
Ted had an odd beacon his tam a made

that looted to Lourse hke triumphant cram
nag He hhed his hands from his lap and
mho:lune* thethedartim huhendasa
child magic then looked beck at her. She
andnotheg and began to withdraw toemul
the garden

fun then Au night bend shot me *afou
mei% 10100W11(1U8 dftnk a a and scatter ,
ion all theardshe Itas 'Wet When the
plasm glass claltertd against the tleg
mom% the dog jumped up and can a few I
anrds away. anvenng slightly the way dogs
doubt:Want% tkrapartgong to Telmer I
on them.

Ted, miming the dog for the fast tune.
poMted sober and began togo intohis Aral
Menet of the day Mom. laughing sad
heating deftsuely and men sloping the
table

LouSse daft know who admit ell hap
prod so fast. Ike lint thought *mahout
the dunk. wondering it Tees backing it
owe wasmonnend Her (*adieu,* was
about Ted's mazy towline and how one ;
bummed the would be d the nughbers $
heard at. The trots of bad in thew sub
when sughbohoed were beet hut his
Wtiefiterhad a gestdisimedy unemeouale
tytoletthatcaned The thought after that
wit *MI couid she do,Ste rustadever to I
Tel She could atop hts /memo fleet ,

au d gas happened Mk sessile. d
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rwend Ad approached red again,teek
inglAtty at Non as shewould hive et a
shutter 0,6VrAS Whims oidly. for Ted
set suddenly a stranger to her- melba ph
wash:4041d eiPinstarengres

Pow eted todimact %distention ' y
mans he name seri standee as leant al
het when he mild see he When Roo
began barium. he tapped bushing. and
Jun bee beeaine Meter SbiCkel Hebegan
to swum. a nameless. wordkss- motet-
bte howliromdeep wnhin het

Lase deeded to osk weraorrupbehod
hon,molethearthstimay ameba-sad
touching has gently She ran her bends
heals along he shedders and eoled he
namcsddy

She felt hia WO eel" and-she put her
amesroundhowek Hestalbedhe fate
arinsmth hos heMs.sesputo them tehdt
She ts her cheek onthe top ones head.

M the slab she was Otolung- Tod. my
pair Ted I dial Mew hew to do doe
dont know a hatted° I'mnot a nurse. Ted.
I deal 'mow how to be aim Ols matte
my dear Ted What has happened to souI
When are yap non>I lost OK Tat even
now Do ) ou knott Out, Do ims temente'
year Lome Mee ementier per sweet
F P

lte kept his rens up. holding t.thtly to
the hinds around his ord. while a teat
Isom her eye rob ed hke fresh dew.
resting beet, on teensy Me
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Part II: Ted
Met a sornethoo She is go
um 14 he eater theme*
Ira Theresene the yew*
"tandem More bow and
1 aril wmembtr ether td
Men Its pot Ike a cloud

mond my *caddie morning
The memo ang is about (Ono wont-

Where reribmoted. Pitmen loom
on my bbek *mks and shoes-I Oak its
gong /wag sons to the elem. maybe
'that's maks&

My Hem are so soft Why we they so
solIall of a stdetennItelocesmeaR dusty,
tco s

Now I cant remitter what I was do
ass-the mond thlot 171 pest in my
bathrobe oh You know. in the mover my
bet doesn't loathe WA t bow rasa *.
bag I'm eau* el pretty good baking.
Whir de' the so?Aw. Tot he tad. she
delsit say anplans. He ms leeks/at the
Vaal Tellaetehdeheeed lmxathrta I
guess she dwelt want to go with you
anymore- he sad laterDelsatsto

Nahe sad yet %meg toed Won MINA
She wants to go with km Carr ate ad 1
bare I hertetellites easy. Ted. he said.
An at ngeet 1 rendes' fit Mee and tee
SArtrpwdmjlafed(Stehon rdy sgsekd
ea" I doe awe hew whoop*

lant fie Leers thg14)warywheit.1
Matte she's 4'et mat res'et tteig And I
forge atm me Poso saw Oros
suire to theater =gigot it as de't
know way Owl shoe r1 sck there. It
seem Poem: (WY 10 . =M.

Thr peso *mho per ske gado*.
Somme la. ulat tat Han et boos '
stolen mot thee %A. se or 11/ Amore
oteerthones Issommstee today- ;
so tand toke,pstnildy e my nape'.

So. anpra). *tar wore. arta I can't
hod Lase to ad tam Its a the bend
me a Met eel talk a too t just lose
animals. Vet: Or ho% prow on earth has I
turredhis Met m we- lb strk.s °north ;
wake oweteaops,saunaseti vista* '

Animals -sine ems easy stout tai.
malt -that's eat mui th.%. I nee taet to

Imember it dome
Reetstmen. he Lk se hammy

head. and I d ;arsesridrwordsw t
carom nob. let ins sthe- pre Area
yeti ihnktfe doe A. us. m tat%

The pee %eh, v co* tmeads hsY
, arms There's Lore z. 1.4.414e New.
what sat I goo; 7t. la et ornethoW
about sea stele Id^as Otto,* Mel
csaititi.mbeez roma ..sn't resterease
atiplike Who

rin thvity Lwow. trdt ernes MAX 1
teepesIons htr 4 SCgotand wylQiaed
she nem bros. Awes les
woe owl trot OW. 1 sod tot &WA 1
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